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Student Union
Senate vote
violates handbook
Kelly Norris
Staff Reporter

With a last minute amendment
and the decision to override the
House of Representatives, the Student Union Senate voted to amend
the Student Activities Fee andreform the way Student Union and
SABB funds are allocated by the
Student Union. But it appears,
only one of these bills will take
effect because the Student Union
did not comply with its own handbook.
Afterthreeweeksof debate, the
House voted down a bill to change
the distribution of the $50 per year
Student Activities Fee, but was
overridden by a two-thirds vote in
the Senate. Previously, the Student Union money was distributed with 35 percent of the money
going towards event programming by theStudentUnionand 65
percent going towards Student
Organizations through the disbursements of the SABB.
If the bill had been legally
passed this percentage would have
been equally distributed to both
causes, each receiving 50 percent
of the money. The Senate failed to
realize, however, that in the Student Government Handbook it
states that changes to the Student
Activities Fee, "must be incorporated into a comprehensive appropriation budget that must be
passed in identical form by both
the Senate and House of Representatives."
Therefore, because the bill was
not passed by both the Senate and
the House it will have to be rein troduced at the next Studen t

Union meeting "I feel the bill should
be reintroduced because the second
porrion of it concerning the Budget
Ballot being located only 1n the
Atrium is very important," satd SU
President Kevin Filiatraut
Although the House does have
equal rights in the distribution of
Student Activities Fee funds, it still
does not have equal voting nghts m
all issues as was seen in the reformation bill involving the alloca tion of
the Student Union and SABB funds.
The bill provided that any organization wishing to be chartered by
the Student Union must prove that
it has been in existence for at least
three months prior to it's request for
a charter. The bill also declared that
four students will be appointed by
the House and four by the Senat to
the SABB.
After the reformation bill had
already been passed in the House,
the Senate proceeded to make an
additional amendment and passed
a different version of the bill, which
was not voted on by the House. Instead of organization being allocated a maximum of $5000, the
amendment presented by Patrick
Scanlan, changed the amount to
$10.000 and omitted the statement
allowing any amendments to the
amounts grated to organizations in
the Budget Ba !lot.
Despite protests by some members, the House was not able to revote on the issue after the amendment due to the clause in the handbook which states, "A bill which has
been amended by the Senate shall
not be subject to anot her vote in the

continued on page 3

Wrestling wins OAC Duals Championship for the eighth time
in 10 years. See the complete story in Sports on page 7.

Ws newspapers
Jennifer Radivoj
Staff Reporter

The student newspaper at
Baldwin-Wallace College, The
Exponent wasshutdownjan.27
after the student government
closed the paper and changed the
locks on the doors.
The newspaper staff had no
voice in the decision according
to Melissa Bauer, editor-in-chief
of The Exponent.
A Publications Board oversees
the paper and ordered the suspension. The Publications Board
was created and designed to hire
the editors of the print media
including the newspaper and
the yearbook, handle complaints

and problems, and aid m any
other issue that may arise. The
board is made up of three students at large, the student body
president, one Student Senate
representative, two faculty advisors,andoneadministrative representative.
The problems between the
Stude nt Senate and the newspa per staff started years ago over
issues that were not revealed.
Last semester, one of the two
computers used to put the paper
together shut down and the staff
was left with only one computer
to complete the entire paper.
Bauer published a plea to the
students in the Sept. 16, 1998 is-

Pledging changes begin at John Carroll
Scott Van Den Haute
Staff Reporter

Students wishing to pledge
Greek organizations this semester are going to find themselves
guided through the pledging process.
Students planning to pledge
this spring have to attend one of a
group of mandatory meetings
during and before pledging. This
Sunday, Feb. 7 at 7 p m. in the SAC
Conference Room will be the first
in the group of mandarory meetings this semester. The last speaker
like this was Bobby Petrocelli who
came to John Carroll this past
November.
Brother Michael Nusbaum of
the Student Life Office was an integral part of a group decision by

the administration to change some
pledging guidelines this semester.
"These meetings are tohelpstudents
understand their rights in the pledging process," said Nusbaum.
Besides the informative meetings
pledges must attend . the pledging
period itself has also been changed.
This year pledging has been shortened from eight to five weeks.
Nusbaum had no comment on the
reasoning for the decision other than
it was a group decision that he did
not have much power over.
Nusbaum sent a letter to every
freshman this semester in regards
to the one mandatory meeting they
must attend if they plan on pledging. Nusbaum hopes that these
meetings will raise the awareness of
a pledge's rights and issues that are

frequently mvolved with pledging. such as hazing and racial
discrimination.
Nusba urn realizes that the
administration cannot "force"
Greek organizations to follow
these new pledging guidelines.
but if they don't, there will be,
"major problems."
What bothers Nusbaum the
most about the situation is the
problem that occurs during
pledging goes against what a
fraternity and sororny should
stand for. "These organizations
speak of brotherhood and Sisterhood, yet they continue to let
these 'brothers and sisters' drink
until they can't even stand and
then drop them off 1n their
rooms. It really bothers me."

Greek organizations make up
20 to 30 percent of john Carroll's
undergraduate student body.
Kevin Garvey of Phi Alpha
Ta usaid the shorter pledging will
be, "ro ugher on pledges because
they won't have the necessary
time to get to know the members.
I see absolutely no reasoning behind the administration's deciSIOn to shorten pledgmg because
they don't help us, and we don't
need them."
Katy Watts of Pi Sigma Ph1
feels that pledging will be harder
on pledges in the shorter time
span. "Shortening pledging is not
going to do any good for pledges
themselves because they will
miss out on a lot of time spent
together as a pledge class"

own
sueaskingrhernrotalktot~rSe~

ate representatives tog1ve the newspaper additional funds to purchase
additional and better computers to
complete the weekly paper
The problems between the Senate and the newspaper staff were,
however, rekindled, accordi ng to
Bauer, because the Senate was not
pleased with her method of voicing
her opinion and found it necessary
for her to retract her statements,
which is exactly what she did
Soon after, The Exponent re ceived a letter in the campus mall
that stated. "Don't bite the hand that
feeds you," s1gned "Love Senate."
After many questions, the Publications Board gave a few reasons
as rowhy the paper was shut down.
Some of these reasons include chaotic finances, poor organization.
lack of cultural diversity on the
staff, and editorial content.
In response to the charge on finances, the staff said that it had
$17.000, more than half of the
yearly budget remainmg for th1s
semestertocontinue producing the
paper.
The starr also said that they recently reorganized themselves and
the Pubhcation Board was unaware
of the structure of the paper or who
was on the staff.
In response to the lack of diverSity, the staff replied that there IS
not enough diversity on campus
and that they can only beasdtverse
as the applications they receive.
They also said that the Publication
Board lacks diversity
The staff felt thatshuningdown
the paper as a result of its editorial
Continued on page 2
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Newsbriefs
New Trustees Elected
Six new trustees and one honorary trustee have been
elected at John Carroll University. Elected were, Mary Ann
Corrigan-Davis, senior vice president of international operations for American Greetings; Charles J. Koch,
chairperman and chief executive officer of Charter One
Financial lnc. and Charter One Bank; Michael Merriman,
president and chief executive officer of Royal Appliance
Manufacturing Co.; Hector R. Ortino, president and chief
operating officer of Ferro Corp.; Charles A. Ri ni Sr., president
and chief operating officer of Riser Foods Co., executive vice
presidem of Giam Eagle and chairman of Rini Realty; and
Lawrence 0. Selhorst, chairman and chief executive officer
of American Spring Water Corp. Elected as an honorary
trustee was Edward B. Brandon, retired chairman and chief
executive officer of National City Corp.

Dance Marathon
Dance Marathon sign-ups will continue through Friday,
Feb.l2 in the Atrium from 11 a.m.to2p.m. The cost of signing
up to dance at the marathon is $10 at the time of sign-up.

Valentine's Day Dance
There will be a semdormal dance in the Wolf n' Pot
Saturday, Feb. l3 at 7:00p.m. The cost of the dance is $5 for a
couple and $3 for a single ticket.

News briefs wae compiled by Clare Taft, news editor

Newsbriefs can be submitted to the Carroll News office by
Mondayat5 p.m.

Meet the candidates
The following students are running in next week's Student Union Executive Board
elections. Voting tables will be open in the Atrium Feb. 8-9 from 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
The following is a brief biography of each of the candidates
for the 1999-2000 school year

President
Melanie
Shakarian
Class
of
2000
History/
EconomiCS major
School
Actvities and/
or Student Union Expereience:
Initiator and chairperson for Harvest for Hunger, Founder of Ladies
of Columbus. Student Union Director of Discount Cards (raised
$21,000), Co-Chairperson for Operation F.O.C U.S (largest year
ever!)
WhyareyourunningforPresident? We need more Town Hall
Meetings, Student Legitimacy
Cooperation on all levels of the
University. What is your primary
goal if elected? Create a dialogue
on campus which promotes cooperation in programming, community service, and general University relations.

J u 1i e
Schwing

B-W

Continued from page 1

ginning of next semester. However, Amanda Fischer, Chairperson of the Publication Board, said

Class
of
2001
English/
Philosophy

censorship, and no one from the community that the amount of
tivities and/or
Publica! ion Board submitted a let- time before The Exponent prints
Student Union Experience: Freshter to the ediwr to express their again is difficult to determine.
opinion.
Jeff Banolin, a senior chemis- men Class Vice President, 1998Joy Kauffman, Student Body try majorsem an e-mail to the Stu- 1999 Director of Internal Affairs
WhyareyourunningforPresiVice President, said that many stu- dent Senate, the staff of The Expodents were dissatisfied with the nent and the Publication Board in dent?: I believe that the key to
newspaper but none of the com- which he responded to the shut executive office is experience. My
plaints were documemed.
down, "The only student voice that position as Director of Internal
The administrative represen- had the power and conviction to Affairs has heightened my intertative of the Pubhcations Board, disagree with the Senate has now est and concern for the student
Dean Maxwell, was unable to be effectively been eliminated," he body and its interaction with administration. What is your prireached for comment.
said.
mary
goal if elected?: CommuThe Publications Board failed
Students will now have to refer
to conduct a survey to determine to the school's radio station, nity is the best way to describe my
if the students rea lly were dissat- WBWC, to receive any university goal fort he l999-2000school year.
isfied with the newspaper.
information and rely on thee-mail The University(both students and
Erik Gottfried, Student Senate sys tem to periodically update faculty) has a bigjo b to preparefor
President, was quoted in The them w1th the latest news on cam- our changing world. I hope to
Exponent's final issue as saying, pus. Bauer said that the Student faci liatate this change with ease
"There wasn't any survey done . Senate is currently banned from and assurance.
We don't really need to go around speaking on the radio due to cursand ask students."
ing on a previous show.
CJ. Kamm, Students Senate
The newspaper staff said that
Representative on the Publication they have yet to receive an explaJason
Board, stated that The Exponem nation as to why they were fired . "I
Ewell
may reopen as early as the end of honestly think they just don't like
Class
of
this semester or possibly the be- the staff." Bauer said.
2001
Economics/
Political Science major
School Activities and/or
Student Union Experience:
Sophomore class president,
Mongols, lntrmural Flag-football
(Center), Played the saxaphone in
the concert band for the Christmas Carroll Eve concert, Right To
Life
Wl:tayareyourunningforVice
President?: I'm running for vicepresident because I want to improve the quality and variety of
activities at John Carroll.
What 1s your primary goal if
elected? If elected, I will encourage more participation in the planning of events, and 1 will encourage students who have not previously been mvolved in Student

Vice President

Seven days and
COlUlting...

It's better than the

first titne.
It's S inRll

Union to contribute their ideas.

Treasurer

Chad D.

I<1cilB:heidel
Class
of
2001
Communicat ions major
School Activities and/ or
Student Union
Experience: Various act vi ties
Why are you running for Vice
President?: To be a servant to the
student body
What is your primary goal if
elected?: To listen and respect the
student body'sopinions,concerns,
and desires and work together toward common goals ro makejCU
a more involved community.

Secretary
Y e
Loung

n

Class
of
2001
Biology major
School Activities and/or
Student Union
Experience: Freshman class oncam pus senator, sophomore class

r"

Patrick
Corrigan

Class
of
2000
Accounting
major
School Activities and/or
Studnt Union
Experience: Sophomore on-campus senator, Mpower2Play, FOCUS, Accouting Association
Why are you running for treasurer?: To play a more integral role
in the effectiveness of the john
Carroll Student Union
What is your primary goal if
elected?: To dutifully carry out
the responsibilities set forth before me, in a fashion that is conducive to the progress and growth of
the student body as a whole.

Chief Justice
Peter
MacEntee
Class
of
2000
Accounting
major
School Activities and/or

American Students Association
Why are you running for Secretary?: My experience in the student uni~n senate has given me
organizational skills and a great
understanding of what this ofrice
calls for. I will enthusiastically
and effectivelyfullfill this office if
given the chance. What is your
priirulry goal if elected?: To increase the amount of communication among the board and the
house, senate and administration .
Communication is the fist step to
accomplashing any goal.

Experience: Two year varsity
rower, member of the judicial
Board
WhyareyourunningforChief
Justice?: lam interested in working with the administration as
well as representing the student
body with a strong executive
board My goals for this position
are to go above and beyond the job
descritptions of Chief Justice , to
have a voice which fairly and accurately represents that of the
Carroll student body.

E r i n
O'Donnell

Class
of
2000
English/
Communica tions rnajor. Creative Writing
minor
School Activitiesand/or Student Union Experience: VP fort he Class of 2000
for two years, SABB- two years,
House of Representatives-one
year, Rules Committee Chair-one
year, Kappa Delta Gamma-two
years, PAD, The Pre-Law fraternity-three years, Ladies of Col urnbus-one year, Yearbook one year,
Honors Studnets Association three years. Student Handbook
Revision Committee-one year
WhyareyourunningforChief
justice?: I am a fair and friendly
person. I am knowledgable about
the position of Chief Justice and
the sacrifices involved in [ulfill ingtheresponsiblities.l would like
to use my talents in service and to
be a strong voicefor student rights.
What is your primary goal if
elected?: To look for ways to improve the system of justice within
th University Community and to
be a fair judge to (and for) all

Class
of
2000
French/
Communications major
School Activitiesand/or
Student Union Experience: l have
been a member of the House of
Representatives for 2 years, I am
involved in Pi Sigma Phi as a member for the pledge committee and
paraphenalia chair. I tutored at
Mary B. Martin Elementary School
(frosh. year), writer and Assitant
Entertaiment editor for the Carroll News (soph. year), Intern at
the French-American Chamber of
Commerce
Why are you running for Secretary?: lam running for secrtary
to bring more student involvement into the Student Union. I
feel greater student and organizational involvement in the SU can
only benefit this university.
What is your primary goal if
elected?: I wam to get more people
involvd in the Student Union.
A[ terall, the student union is for
all John Carroll studers

K a t e
Meacham

--·-----···- ,. ........
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JCU hosts job fair
Megan Hetman
ASSistant News Editor

The john Carroll University
Career Development Services is
sponsoring a job fair for careers in
the business sector Monday, Feb 8
in the Recplex Intramural Gym
fro m 7-9 p.m.
The fair is open to all students
of all maJors from freshmen to
senoirs for positions including
summer JObs, Imernshipsand JObs
for graduates forth is year and next.
Sixty-seven different companies will be at the fair including
MBNA Midwest, Morgan Stanley
Dean Witter,Metlifeand LTV Steel
Company among others.
Students will meet as many as
three to five representatives from
each firm , many of whom will set
up interviews right on the spot.
Those attending the fair are
encouraged 10 dress in business
attire and bring resumes.
An educational workshop
"How to Make the Most of a Job

Fa1r" w11l be held Thursday, Feb. 4
in the Murphy Room from 7-8 p.m.
The workshop will focus on topics
such as how to meet and impress
em players and how to get noticed
by the employers.
Last year, approximately 350
students attended the fair That
number has been increasing every year
"lt'ssosimpleljust dress up and
show up," said joan Hi II, director
of career development services.
The Development office spon sors threecareerfairsin the spring.
The next fair, Careers for Social
Responsibility, will be Mar. 22.
Unlike the business fair, theCareers for Social Responsibilitywill
mclude non-profit organizations
and government jobs.
''We put so much effort into
these fairs every year We rea II y
hope that students will take advantage of these opportunities to
meet with companies face to face,"
Hill added

su
continued from page 1
House of Representatives."
Members of the House are upset with the inequality, claiming
nothing gets done and their attendance is irrelevant. "We should
have the right to vote on a bill
again if it changes from our initial
vote," said House member Kate
Meacham. 'We voted on the bill
in a different form and we might
not have approved it if the amount
was different. The House is powerless because theSenatecanoverthrow the majority of anything
t)l};_\-lo,u~e vRtes upon.·

Forget
aboutY2K,
Sin R II is
.
coming
next week.
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Choir makes heavenly music
Ann Dolgan
Staff Reporter
The voices of eightJohn Carroll students were heard by Pope john Paull! on Wednesday,Jan. 20
in Rome, italy.
john Carroll's Schola Cantor urn, a choral octet, made up of seven seniors and one sophomore,
was invited on a week-long musical pilgrimage with the Gesu Church Choir beg1nnmgJan. 18
The group is made up of senior altos Emily Berdell and Jennifer Giordano, senior sopranos
Kailhn Habig, Cara Profugh1, and Da nielle Schoenfeldt, senior tenor Marun Hoeh ler, sophomore
tenor Ryan O'Connor, and semor bass Frank Feola
The highlight of the trip was singing for the Pope in an auditorium at the Vaucan. As the 30
smgers from Gesu and thejohn Carroll octet were announced , they stood up before an aud1ence of
200-300 people and sang a polish folk song entitled "StoLar· ju t 50 yards from th Pope.
"We JUSt caught the Pope before he came to VISit Ihe United States," satd Schola Cantorum
director Cynthia Caporella. The group ha been rehearsing weekly fort he lastnmc months for thts
memorable trip which included three planned performances and two Impromptu acts.
Besides the performance at the Vaucan, they sang for a solemn chapel mass at St. Peter's Basilica
where 55 celebrants including cardinals were in attendance. They sang in front of a full house at
the Church of St. Ignatius. A brief prayer and song was sung in front of a St. Clare statue at a Basilica
in Assisi.
Habig's favo ri te part of the trip was an spontaneous performance the octet gave after dmmg at
a small restaurant in Florence. 'The people at the restaurant did a superb job and the food was
great," Habig said. "We sang a couple of songs to say thank you."
The lone sophomore, O'Connor, found
Assisi to be his favorite c1ty to visit on the
trip. "It is so beautiful and romantic,"
O'Connor said. "It is a European cil y that
you picture m your imagmation."
For Berdell, this was the culmmatiori
of her four years of being in Schola
Cantorum. "Two things that are very important to me, religiOn and music, were
combined to give me this amazing experience." Berdell said.
Berdell, along wnh the six other seniors are the original members of the
choir developed by Caporella four years
ago "We have formed a very close bond ,"
Berdell added. "This trip was very, very
special to all of us."
Schola Cantor urn makes several appearances throughout the school year,
both on and off campus. Auditions will
be held this spring to fill the remaining Jennifer Giordano, Frank Feola and Cara Profughi
seven positions.
pose outside of the Colesium in Rome, Italy

Feb. 8, 1999 - 7 p.m. - 9 p.m.
at the Recplex Intramural Gym
ALL STUDENTS ARE WELCOME!

Bring your resumes and
dress in business attire

How to Make the
Most of a job Fair
When: Thursday, Feb. 4, 1999
Where: Murphy Room 7-9 p.m.
Learn how to prepare for a job Fair
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Newsbriefs
New Trustees Elected
Six new trustees and one honorary trustee have been
elected at john Carroll University. Elected were, Mary Ann
Corrigan-Davis, senior vice president of international operations for American Greetings; Charles j . Koch,
chairperman and chief executive ofhcer of Charter One
Financial Inc. and Charter One Bank; Michael Merriman ,
president and chief executive officer of Royal Appliance
Manufacturing Co.; Hector R. Ortino, president and chief
operating officer of Ferro Corp.; Charles A. Ri ni Sr., president
and chief operating officer of Riser Foods Co., executive vice
president of Giant Eagle and chairman of Rini Realty; and
Lawrence 0 Selhorst, chairman and chief executive officer
of American Spring Water Corp. Elected as an honorary
trustee was Edward B. Brandon, retired chairman and chief
executive officer of National City Corp.

Dance Marathon
Dance Marathon sign-ups will cominue through Friday,
Feb.l2 in the Atrium from 11 a.m. to 2p.rn. The cost of signing
up to dance at the marathon is $10 at the time of sign-up.

Valentine's Day Dance
There will be a semi-formal dance in the Wolf n' Pot
Saturday, Feb. l3 at 7:00p.m. The cost of the dance is $5 for a
couple and $3 for a single ticket.
News briefs wm~ compiled by Clare Taft, news editor

News briefs can be submit ted to the Carroll News office by
Monday at 5 p.m.

Meet the candidates

B-W

Continued from page 1

Chad D.
l<1eilxhcidel

Class
of
2000
History/
Economics major
School
Actvities and/
or Student Union Expereience:
Initiator and chairperson for Harvest for Hunger, Founder of Ladies
of Columbus, Student Union Director of Discount Cards (raised
$21,000), Co-Chairperson for Operation F.O.C.U.S (largest year
ever!)
Why are you running for President? We need more Town Hall
Meetings, Student Legitimacy
Cooperation on all levels of the
University. What is your primary
goal ii elected? Create a dialogue
oncampuswhichpromotescooperation in programming, community service, and general University relations.

Class
of
2001
Communications major
School Activities and/ or
Student Union
Experience: Various actvit ies
Why are you running for Vice
President?: To be a servant to the
student body
What is your primary goal if
elected?: To listen and respect the
student body's opinions, concerns,
and desires and work together toward common goals to makejCU
a more involved community.

J u 1i e
Class
of
2001
English/
Philosophy

Vice President

connting...

It's better than the

first time.

Union to contnbute their ideas.

Melanie
Shakarian

censorship, and no one from the community that the amount of
tivities and/or
Publication Board submmed a let- time before The Exponent prints
Student Union Experience: Freshter to the editor to express their again is difficult to determine.
opinion
Jef£ Bartolin, a senior chemis- men Class Vice President, 1998Joy Kauffman, Student Body try major sent an e-mail to the Stu- 1999 Director of Internal Affairs
Why are you running for PresiVice Presidem,sa id that many stu- dent Senate, the staff of The Expodents were dissatisfied with the nent and the Publication Board in dent?: l believe that the key to
newspaper but none of the com- which he responded to the shut executive office is experience. My
plaints were documented.
down, "The only student voice that position as Director of Internal
The administrative represen- had the power and conviction to Affairs has heightened my intertative of the Publications Board, disagree with the Senate has now est and concern for the student
Dean Maxwell, was unable to be effectively been eliminated," he body and its interaction with administration. What is your prireached for comment.
said.
The Publications Board failed
Students will now have to refer mary goal if elected?: Commuto conduct a survey to determine to the school's radio station, nity is the best way to describe my
if the students really were dissat- WBWC, to receive any university goal forthel999-2000school year.
isfied with the newspaper
information and rely on the e-mail TheUniversity(bothstudentsand
Erik Gonfried, Student Senate system to periodically update faculty) has a bigjob to prepare for
President, was quoted in The them with the latest newsoncam- our changing world. I hope to
Exponent's final issue as saying, pus. Bauer said that the Student faciliatate this change with ease
"There wasn't any survey done. Senate is currently banned from and assurance.
We don't really need to go around speaking on the radio due to cursand ask students."
ing on a previous show.
CJ. Kamm, Students Senate
The newspaper staff said that
Represe mativeon the Publication they have yet to receive an explajason
Board, stated that The Exponent nation as to why they were fired . "I
Ewell
may reopen as early as the end of honestly think they just don't like
Class
of
this semester or possibly the be- the staff," Bauer said.
2001
Economics/
Political Science major
School Activities and/or
Student Union Experience:
Sophomore class pres1dent,
Mongols, lntrmural Flag-football
(Center), Played the saxaphone in
the concert band for the Christmas Carroll Eve concert, Right To
Life
WhayareyourunningforVice
President?: I'm running for vicepresident because l want to im prove the qualtty and variety of
activities at john Carroll.
What is your primary goal if
elected? If elected, I will encourage more partiCipation in the planmng of events, and I will encourage students who have not previously been mvolved in Student

Seven days and

Megan Hetman
Ass1stant News Editor

The following is a brief biography of each of the candidates
fort he 1999-2000 school year

Schwing
ginning of next semester. However, Amanda Fischer, Chairperson of the Publication Board, said

JCU hosts job fair

The following students are running in next week's Student Union Executive Board
elections. Voting tables will be open in the Atrium Feb. 8-9 from 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.

President

The john Carroll University
Career Development Services is
sponsoring a job fair fo r careers in
the bus mess sector Monday, Feh8
in the Recplex Intramural Gym
from 7-9 p.m.
The fair is open to all students
of al l majors from freshmen to
senoirs for posiuons including
summer JObS, i nternshtpsand JObs
forgraduatesforthis year and next.
Sixty-seven different companies will be at the fair including
MB A Midwest, Morgan Stanley
Dean Witter,MetLi fe and LTV Steel
Company among others.
Students will meet as many as
three to five representatives from
each firm , many of whom will set
up interviews right on the spot.
Those attending the fair are
encouraged to dress in business
attire and bring resumes.
An educational workshop
"How to Make the Most of a job

Treasurer
Patrick
Corrigan
Class
of
2000
Accounting
major
School Activities and/or
Studnt Union
Experience: Sophomore on-campus senator, Mpower2Play, FOCUS, Accouting Association
Why are you running for treasurer?: To playa more integral role
in the effectiveness of the john
Carroll Student Un ion
Wbat is your primary goal if
elected?: To dutifully carry out
the responsibilities set forth before me, in a fashion that is conducive to the progress and growth of
the student body as a whole.

Secretary
Y e n

continued from page 1
House of Representatives."
Members of the House are upset with the inequality, claiming
nothing gets done and their attendance is irrelevant. "Weshould
have the right to vote on a bill
again if itchangesfromourinitial
vote," said House member Kate
Meacham. "We voted on tjle bill
in a different form and we might
not have approved it if the amount
was different. The House is powerless because theSenatecanoverthrow the majority of anything
tp};,tlqu~e v tes upon.•

Class
of
2001
Biology major
School Activities and/or
Student Union
Experience: Freshman class oncam pus senator, sophomore class

Peter

MacEntee
Class
of
2000
Accounting
major
School Activities and/or

American Students Association
Why are you running for Secretary?: My experience in the student unio.n senate has given me
organizational skills and a great
understanding of what this office
calls for. I will enthusiastically
and effective! yfullfill this office if
given the chance. What is your
primary goal if elected?: To increase the amount of communication among the board and the
house, senate and administration.
Communication is the fist step to
accomplashing any goal.

Experience: Two year varsity
rower, member of the Judicial
Board
Why are yourunningforChief
Justice?: I am interested in working with the administration as
well as representing the student
body with a strong executive
board My goals for this position
are to go above and beyond the job
descritptions of Chief Justice, to
have a voice which fairly and accurately represents that of the
Carroll student body.

E r i n

Class
of
2000
English/
Communica tions major, Creative Writing
minor
School Activities and/or Student Union Experience: VP for the Class of 2000
for two years, SABB- two years,
House of Representatives-one
year, Rules Committee Chair-one
year, Kappa Delta Gamma-two
years, PAD, The Pre-Law fraternity-three years, Ladies of Columbus-one year, Yearbook one year,
Honors Studnets Associationthree years, Student Handbook
Revision Committee-one year
WhyareyourunningforChief
Justice?: I am a fair and friendly
person. I am knowledgable about
the position of Chief Justice and
the sacrifices involved in fulfillingthe responsiblities.l would like
to use my talents in service and to
be a strong voice for student rights.
What is your primary goal if
elected?: To look for ways to improve the system of justice within
th University Community and to
be a fair judge to(and for) all

K a t e
Meacham

O'Donnell
Class
of
2000
French /
Communications major
School Activitiesand/or
Student Union Experience: 1have
been a member of the House of
Representatives for 2 years, l am
involved m PiSigmaPhiasa member for the pledge committee and
paraphenalia chair. l tutored at
MaryS Martin Elementary School
(frosh. year), writer and Assitant
Entertaiment editor for the Carroll News (sop h. year), Intern at
1he French-American Cham berof
Commerce
Why are you running for Secretary?: I am running for secrtary
to bring more student involvement into the Student Union . l
feel greater student and organizational involvement in the SU can
only benefit this university.
What is your primary goal if
elected?: I want to get more people
involvd in the Student Union.
Afterall, the student union is for
all john Carroll srudets
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Choir makes heavenly music

Fair" will be held Thursday, Feb. 4
m the Murphy Room from 7-8 p.m.
The workshop will focuson topics
such as how to meet and impress
employers and how to get noticed
by the employers.
Last year, approximately 350
students attended the fair. That
number has been increasing every year
"lt'ssosimplel just dress up and
show up," said joa n Hill, d1recror
of ca reer development servtces.
The Development office sponsors threecareerfairsin the spring.
The next fair, Careers for Social
Responsibili ty, will be Mar. 22.
Unlike the business fair, theCareers for Soc1al Responsibility will
include non-profit organizations
and government jobs.
"We put so much effort into
these fairs every year We really
hope that students will take advantage of these opportunities to
meet with companies face to face,"
Hill added .

su

Chief Justice

Loung
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Forget
aboutY2K,
Sin R II is
.
coming
next week.

Ann Dolgan
Staff Reporter

The voices of etghtjohn Carroll students were heard by Pope john Paull! on Wednesday,] an. 20
m Rome, ltal y

John Carroll's Schola Cantor urn, a choral octet, made up of seven emors and one sophomore,
was invited on a week -long musical pilgrimage wJth the Gesu Church Choir beginningjan. 18
The group is made up of sen ior altos Emily Berdell and jennifer Giordano, senior sopranos
Kanhn Hab1g, Cara Profughi, and Danielle Schoenfeldt, sen1or tenor Maron Hoehler, sophomore
tenor Ryan O'Connor, and senior bass Frank Feola.
The highlight of the trip was singing for the Pope in an auditorium at the Vatican As the 30
singers from Gesu and thejohn Carroll octet were announced, they stood up he fore an aud1ence of
200-300 people and sang a polish folk song entitled "Sto Lat" just 50 yards from the Pope
"We JUSt caught the Pope before he came to visit the United States," sa1d S.chola Cantorum
director Cynthia Caporella. The group has been rehearsing weekly fort he last nmc months for thts
memorable trip which included three planned performances and two 1mpromptu acts.
Besides the performance at the Vatican, they sang for a solemn chapel mass at St. Peter's Basilica
where 55 celebrants mcluding cardinals were m attendance. They sang in front of a full house at
the Church of St. Ignatius. A brief prayer and song was sung in front of a St. Clare statue at a Basilica
in Assisi.
Habig's favorite part of the trip was an spontaneous performance the octet gave af rer dming at
a small restaurant in Florence. "The people a t the restaurant d1d a superb job and the food was
great." Habig said. "We sang a couple of songs to say thank you."
The lone sophomore, O'Connor, found
Assisi to be his favorite city to visit on the
trip. "It is so beautiful and romantic,"
O'Connor said. "It is a European cay that
you picture in your imagination."
For Berdell, this was the culmination
of her four years of being in Schola
Cantorum. "Two things that are very important to me, religion and music, were
combined to give me this amazing experie nee," Berdell said.
Berdell, along w11h the SIX other seniors are the original members of the
choir developed by Caporella four years
ago "We have formed a very close bond ,"
Berdell added. "This trip was very, very
special to all of us."
Schola Cantorum makes several appearances throughout the school year,
both on and off campus. Auditions will
be held this spring to fill the remaining Jennifer Giordano, Frank Feola and Cara Profughi
seven positions.
pose outside of the Colesium in Rome, Italy
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Feb. 8, 1999 - 7 p.m. - 9 p.m.
at the Recplex Intramural Gym
ALL STUDENTS ARE WELCOME!

Bring your resumes and
dress in business attire

How to Make the
Most of a job Fair
When: Thursday, Feb. 4, 1999
Where: Murphy Room 7-9 p.m.
Learn how to prepare for a Job Fair
·
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Gems of the airwaves
Natasha Marin

You probably know them as the
lad1es in the ma1lroom and copy
center Maybe you recognize them
from thetr infamous Halloween
costumes Perhaps you've seen
them at several functions put on
by Pi Alpha Phi, a John Carroll
soronty.
Yet you don't truly know these
women until you've heard them
on their WJCU radio show. Havmg been promoted to"drive time"
hours of 6 a.m. to 9 a.m., Goldie
Diamond and Pearl greet WJCU's
aud1ence With "Ch1c Chat" every
Tuesday morning.
So, who are the Gems ofthe Airwaves1 Carrie Huszczo, AKA
Gold 1e, who has worked in the
mailroom for seven years and IS
thcadvisorforPi Alpha Phi, is considered the leader of the troupe
She IS also a communications major at Carroll and a mother of four.
Referred toas"mom" by her son
Greg, Sharon Rudolph is addressed
as Diamond on the show. In fact ,
the gem names were her idea in
order to avoid em barrassmem for
her freshman son on campus.
And lastly, Norma Piccirillo,or
Pearl, is considered the quietest of
the three. She is the mother of
sophomore Rico Picc1ri llo,and her
husband is said tO be the show's

I
grace Tuesday morning airwaves.
biggest fan.
Having first aired in May of
1998, Chic Chat has made some
great progress. Each of these
women's energy and humor make
Chic Chat a umque and unconventional show. The th ree were
eager to talk about an aspect of
th eir show called "Letter of the

Day." A letter in the alphabet is
scientificallychosen by one of the
Djs and must them be in the initials of the artists or be in the song
titles in the music played . If a song
is requested that does not have that
letter in it, the caller will hear,
"Noo, noo, noo, that's not the le tter
of the day," and are refused their

selectton ... that ts, if the women
don't like it.
When asked whatltstening to
Chic Chat was like, Huszczo replied with, "Like a pajama party."
This characteristic applies when
they are off the air as well, the
women are fond of telling stories
and have noqua lmsaboutquickly
chiming in with another story
before the previous one is finished.
Toptcs discussed on Chic Chat
include news on local events,
health and taxed, yet with a goofy
tw ist. They try not to make reference to politics, but sometimes it's
irresistible to insert a couple jokes.
Being all women, you'd expect
their target audience to be women
as well. Not with this show. Most
of their calls come from policemen, firemen and RTA employees,
a following of their biggest fans.
Rudolph and Piccirillo considered themselves shy in the beginning, but they say they have been
brought out by Huszczo's contagious personali ty. It is evident that
the three have chemistry with
each other. AsHuszczoputit,"You
gotta bounce off people."
These women are people persons. EveryHalloween,theydress
up in bizarre costumes, and they
have already pla nned something
big for next year.
When asked about their life

Wrestlers return to Gund Arena
outside of work, Rudolph replied ,
"We cause a whirlwind," both in
and out of work They say that It is
only because of their understanding boss, Tom Riley and the support of their co-workers Lana ,
James and Lois, that they can do
everything they do.
The time spent of the air and
lost 1n the rna i!room is made up
by working many late nights and
even on Saturdays. However, it
doesn't seem that these women
mind workingatallas long as they
can enjoy themselves. TheseGems
oft he Airwaves areconstantlystirring up ideas in their heads, especially at their Monday night prep
meetings at Pizzazz.
An upcoming theme for Chic
Chat listeners to watch out for is a
dating game, and the three are
brainstorming to see how they can
prov ide more chances for student
participation.
"We try to take ad vantage of all
JCU has to offer," said Huszczo. She
encourages those who are interested in having a radio show of
their own to go for it because she
believes that "Anybody can be a
discjockey,and you don't even have
to do your hair!"
Chic Cha t can be heard every
Tuesday from 6 a.m. to 9 a.m. on
WJCU 88.7 FM. If you would li ke
to chat ca\1397-4438.

21
Julie Csubak
Staff Reporter
It IS Fnday night and ohly a few people
can beseenonjohnCarroll'scampus. What
do 1he stude nts do after a long, difficult
week of classes? Where does everyone go?
"It is a given that we will end up at the
bars on typica l Friday and Saturday nights.
The on lyquestion is what we will hit," said
Kelly Cipra. a Carroll junior.
The Lee Road taverns are a frequent stop
for many students These establtshments
offer good food, refres hing beverages and a
convenient place for friends to meet. So, a
few f nend and I headed to some of the hot
spots.
Accordmg to a Brennan's Colony employee, "the crowd is and older one, mamly
people in their uppertwenties." One ca n sit
down in a spacious, relaxing atmosphere
From behind a detached bar, the Colony
offers a w1de selection of drinks ranging
from domestic beers to mrxed drinks. If
you make 1t to happy hoLtr, domesuc beers
are only $1.75 and bottom shelf liquor is
$2 00 The Colony also offers a full dinner
menu with spec1als. There are a few video
games, a jukebox and CD player, all which
add to the atmosphere
" tnce Carroll IS lacking m the party
scene,l almost always end up at TavcoiThe
Tavern Co I. the Pub and Qutnn's," said
Stepha nie Guth, a Carrollsemor
One altcrnat ive 10 part 1es IS The Tavern
Co., also known as Tavco. The staff serves
up a full menu and a vanet)' of drinks. One
can sn at the bar, a booth or one of the
many tables 10 etther of two rooms and
enJOY mustc, television and conversation
The other side of the bar IS a place one can
sit at a table wuh a group of fnends and
unwind If you can get out of bed on Sunday, Tavco offers a brunch special
Claire Retchelt, a Carroll junior, said,
"It's the same crowd every weekend, so l
always see people l know at the bars."

the Pub on Lee is always filled with familiar faces . It is a spacious bar that is
div ided into two rooms. On one side there
are booths, tables, televisions and the bar,
and on the other only tables and booths.
The menu and choice of beverages is la rge
and one can expect to get serv ice with a
smile. Customers can choose their favorite
songs from the jukebox.
Two smaller bars found on Lee are the
Knotty Pine and the Sponspot. According
to the owner of Knotty Pine, they "have the
best burgers around." the draft beers are
on ly $1.50 and bottled beers are $1.75. On
Thursdays, the specia l is $1.00 drafts.

"We like to go to Sportspot fo r Blind
Thursdays and have vodka lemonade races,"
said Ca rroll senior Mark Lucas. the
Sportspot is small but have a wide selection
of beverages and games. One can bowl, play
a video game or just sit at the bar and have
vodka lemonade races.
Although it is not on Lee Road , the final
stop at the end of the night for most bar
hoppers is Quinn's on Cedar Road. A large
crowd can be found at Quinn's late into the
night. On the first floor is the bar, tables, a
television, a jukebox and video games. On
the second level is a pool table. Qui nn'sdoes
not serve food , but offers popcorn, cashews

and chips to customers. Happy hour is
Mondays through Saturdays from 2 00 p.m.
to 9:00p.m. and drinks are only $1.00. Recently, Quinn's added a live guitarist to the
Wednesday night's festivities.
Liz Criss, a Carroll junior, said, "I turn
twenty-one in a month, and my first stop
will be the bars on Lee Road because I hear
they are awesome."
A night out at the taverns and bars guarantees you will into many familiar faces
and also meet some new ones. It is a tim efor
unwinding and letting go. A night out on
Lee Road is a fu n night, one that you will
hopefull y remember the next day.

Punxatawney Phil says...
Spring is on its way
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WWF bodyslams its way to top

N{Ji/room ladies shine on WJCU

Staff Reporter

ENTERTAINMENT

-Break out the fleece vests

-Freshmen can walk across the quad aga1n
-Classes after 2 p.m. are now optional

Aaron Baker
Entertainment Editor
Not even "Stone Cold" Steve
Austin not being able to show up
for his sc heduled appearance at
a World Wrestling Federation
(WW F) event last Saturday at
Gund Arena cou ld keeptheevent
from selling out to over 20,000
fan s.
The show that Cleveland fans
were able to see last Saturday was
part of the WWF "Road Rage"
tour. As is the usual, this show
was very unique and the fans
seemed sa tisfied to say the leas t,
despite the absence of Austin ,
who was not able to perform due
to injury.
Before the night was over, the
WWF announced that it would
be returning to the Gund Arena
on Monday, March I for a live
"Monday Night RAW." Tickets
sold quick ly to both the fans in
atte ndan ce and fa ns that
couldn't make it to th e show. By
the time this story prints, the
show will either be sold out or on
the verge of doing so, despite the
rise in price for this event ($30,
plus a service charge when buying seats from Ticketmaster, for
th e best seats).
For future reference, fo r those
of you who were shut out of
"RAW" ticke ts , the best way to
get seat is tot ke ~our c~sh with
you to the prevtous event. The
best seats are to be had and you
can avoid
the d rea ded

Ticketmaster service charge.
The WWF has found success
over the past year after a drought
of severa1 years when they didn't
seem to be able to draw a large
following. Most house shows, like
the one at Gund Arena , left an
empty upper leve l, as opposed to
a ja m-packed crowd, and people
at the time thought that we had
seen the end of pro wrestling
This was obviously not to be
so People are starting to realize
now that it doesn 't matter that
the "sport" is fake. It is also "entertamment." Ymce McMahon,
owner of the WWF, coined the
term "s ports entertainment"
somewhere down the line, and
it's the perfect description for pro
wrestl ing. It's not sports and it's
not entertainment; it's somewhere in-between. Pro wrestling
ca nnot be anythmg else because
neither the sports or the entertainment com munit y accepts It.
The WWF is not alone in its
success Ted Turner's World
Championship
Wrestling
(WCW), the more family-oriented side of the mdustry, is also
reaping the benefits of pro
wrest li ng 's third golden age.
WCW has been gett ing the short
end of the stick as of late in the
Monday night ratings war. WCW
may never see the top of the ratings aga in . as \on as the WWF
continues to provrde the kind of
programming that kids want,
whic h is typically what thetr

The World Wrestling Federation World
Champion, Mankind.

The Rock

New and Coming
Attractions

-

" My Name is Joe"
"Payback/' starring Mel Gibson
"Rushmore," starring Bill Murray

" Mulan"
"Something About Mary''
"Jackie Chan's Who Am I?''
"Heaven or Vegas"
"The Alarmist"

Lester Bowie Brass Fantasy, "The Odyssey of FWlk
and Popular Music, Vol. 1"
Graham Centeral Station, "GCS 2000"
Baaba Maal and Ernest Ranglin, "Live at Royal
Festival Hall"
Bi11 Morrissey, "Songs of Mississippi John Hurt"
Cesar Rosas, "Soul Disguise"
Tear Da Club Up Thugs, "CrazynDaLazDayz"
Pharoah Sanders, "Save Our Children"
Chuck E. Weiss, "Extremely Cool"
Nancy Wilson, "Live at McCabe's Guitar Shop"
Various Artists, "Blast From the Past" soundtrack

ph<xocound)' o(

tfw: World Wrtsd,ng Fcdcnt K\11

"Bad Ass"Billy Gunn and the ''Road Dog" Jesse Kane
James, The New Age Outlaws.
parents don't want them to see. see how it would happen. WCW more of what kids today love:
Another problem that WCW ranted on 'Nit ro' that nobody sw inging chai rs, half-naked
has been having is th at with thei r needed to watch 'that othe r women and fans and performers
policy against violence, they show" because they already shouti ng expletives bet ween one
ca n't take the match to a higher knew what happened .The WWF another at the top of then lungs.
degree a reali sm. A wrestler re- still dom inated the evening in Whether or not this is appropriate for kids or not is the source of
ceived an accidental cut in a the ratings.
WCW match in the past, and the · The television shows are just much dispute.
The highlight of thedaycame
camera zoomed all the way out, the preliminary money-makers.
with
the main event which was a
for
both
companies
Merchandise
so as not to show the wrestler.
"Fa
tal
four way title match" that
WCW can't put together the has pulled in literally billions of
included
Mankind (aka. Mick
dollars.
Both
companies
have
12
kinds of matc hes that WWF can,
Foley),
The
Rock , The Underpay-per-view
shows
a
year
that
such as the "Fi rst Blood" match
between Steve Austin and Kane, many people buy for $30or more taker and The Big Bossman.
This was a match that was
in which the first wrest ler to apiece.
wrestled
both in the ringand out,
The
telev
ision
shows
also
draw blood on the other would
as
is
the
us
ual The match ended
serve
to
promote
and
create
hype
be the winner.
Both WW F and WCW have for the next pay-per-view. without a title change as the
been doing everything within WrestleMania for the WWF is WWF World Champion Mantheir power to boost their ra t- promoted at the starr of the year, kind won again, much to the JOY
ings over the opposing company. even though it isn 't until late of the large crowd.
The WWF's programming
This healthy competition be- March.
can
be seen on the USA Network
The
WWF's
show
at
Gund
tween the two companies has
raised ratings, rather than low- Arena is another form of profit (c hannel 29o n-campus)on Sunfor the WWF Over 20,000 fans day nigh t at 7 p m. {"S und ay
ered them.
Durmg the Monday night paid at least $12, and up to $25 a Heat"), and Monday night at 9
face-off one week, the WWF an- ticket to see an event that p.m ("RAW is WAR"}. WCW's
nounced, before the show even wouldn't even be televised. Wres- program mmg can be seen on
started, that their World Cham- tling fans have an absolute need TNT (channei3Son-campus)o n
Monday night at 8 p.m. ("WCW
ptbnship would change hands, to see a live show.
This live ho uses how provided Monday Nitro"), and Thursday
and their fans still tuned in to
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Gems of the airwaves

I
grace Tuesday morning airwaves.
biggest fan.
Having first aired in May of
1998, Chic Chat has made some
great progress. Each of these
women's energy and humor make
Chic Chat a unique and unconventional show. The th ree were
eager to talk about an aspect of
their show called "Letter of the

Day" A letter in the alphabet is
scientifically chosen by one of the
Djs and must them be in the initials of the artists or be in the song
titles in themusicplayed. If a song
is requested that does not have that
letter in it, the caller will hear,
"Noo, noo, noo, that's not the letter
of the day," and are refused their

'

select ton .. that ts, if the women
don't like it.
When asked wha t listemng to
Chic Chat was ltke, Huszczo replied with, "Like a pajama party."
This characteristic applies when
th ey are off the air as well, the
women are fond of telling stories
and havenoqualms abourquickly
ch1mmg in wnh another story
before the previous one is finished .
Topics discussed on Chic Chat
include news on local events,
health and taxed, yet with a goofy
twist. They try not to make reference to politics, but sometimes it's
irresistible to insert a couplejokes
Being all women, you'd expect
their target audience to be women
as well. Not with this show Most
of the1r calls come from pol icemen,firemen and RTA employees,
a following of their biggest fans.
Rudolph and Piccirillo considered themselves shy in the beginning, but they say they have been
brought out by Huszczo's contagious personality. It is evident that
the three have chemistry with
each other. As Huszczo put it,"You
gona bounce off people."
These women are people persons. Every Halloween, they dress
up in bizarre costumes, and th ey
have already planned something
big for next year.
When asked about their life

Wrestlers return to Gund Arena
outstde of work , Rudolph replied ,
·we cause a whirlwind ," both in
and out of work. They say that tt ts
only because of their understanding boss, Tom Riley and rhe support of their co-workers Lana,
James and Lms, that they can do
everything they do.
The time spent of the air and
lost m the mailroom is made up
by working many la te nights and
even on Saturdays. However, it
doesn't seem that these women
mmd workingatall as long as they
can enjoy themselves. These Gems
ofthe Airwaves areconstantlystirring up ideas in their heads, especially at the ir Monday nigh t prep
meetings at Pizzazz.
An upcomi ng theme for Chic
Chat listeners to watch out for is a
dating game, and the three are
brainstorming to see how they can
provide more chances for student
participation.
"We try to take adva ntage of all
jCUhas tooffer," said Huszczo. She
encourages those who are interested in having a radio show of
their own to go for it because she
believes that "Anybody can be a
disc jockey, and you don't even have
to do your hair!"
Chic Chat can be heard every
Tuesday from 6 a.m. to 9 a.m. on
WjCU 88.7 FM. If you would like
to chat call397-4438.

rn r quired

A glimpse of the local bar scene
Julie Csubak
Staff Reporter
It IS Fnday night and only a few people
can be see n onjoh nCa rroll's cam pus. What
do the stude nts do after a long, dtfficult
week of classes? Where does everyone go?
"It ts a given that we will end up at the
bars on typtca l Fndaya nd Saturday nights.
Theonlyquestion is what we will hit," said
Kelly Cipra, a Carrolljumor.
The Lee Road taverns arc a frequenr stop
for many studen ts These establis hments
offer good food, refreshing beverages and a
convenient place for fri ends to meet. So, a
few fnendsand I headed to some of the hot
spots.
Accordmg to a Brennan's Colony employee,"the crowd ts and old er one, mainly
people 111 thetr uppertwenties." Onecansit
down tn a spaciOUS, relaxing atmosphere.
From behtnd a detached bar, the Colony
offers a wtde selecuon of drinks ranging
from domesttc beer to mixed drinks. If
you make 1t to happy hour, domestic beers
are only $1.75 and bonom shelf ltquor is
$2.00. The Colony also offers a full dinner
menu wnh specials. There .ue a few v1deo
games, a jukebox and CD player, all whtch
add tot he atmosphere
"Smce Car roll ts lacking m the party
scene,! almost always end upatTavcoiThe
Tavern Co], the Pub and Quinn's," sa1d
Stepha me Guth, a Carroll semor
One alternative to parttes ts The Tavern
Co., also known as Tavco. The staff serves
up a full menu and a variety of dnnks One
can stt at the bar, a booth or one of th e
many tables tn eaher of two rooms and
enJO)' music, televisiOn and con versarion
The other s1dc of the bar IS a place one can
sH at a table wHh a group of fnends and
unwmd If you can get out of bed on Sunday, Tavco offers a brunch spec tal
Clatre Retchelt, a Carroll JUnior, said,
"It 's. the same crowd every weekend, so I
always see people I know at the bars."

the Pub on Lee is always filled with familiar faces . It is a spacious bar that is
divided into two rooms. On one side there
are booths, tables, televisions and the bar,
and on the other only tables and booths.
The menu and choice of beverages is large
and one can expect to get service with a
smile. Customers can choose their favorite
songs from the jukebox.
Two smaller bars found on Lee are the
Knotty Pine and the Sports pot. According
to the owner of Knotty Pine, they "have the
best burgers around." the draft beers are
on ly $1.50 and bottled beers are $1.75. On
Thursdays, the special is $1.00 drafts.

"We like to go to Sportspot for Blind
Thu rsdays and have vodka lemonade races,"
said Carroll senior Mark Lucas. the
Sports pot is small but have a wide selection
of beverages and games. One can bowl,play
a video game or just sit at the bar and have
vodka lemonade races.
Although it is. not on Lee Road, the final
stop at the end of the night for most bar
hoppers is Quinn's on Cedar Road. A large
crowd can be found at Quinn's late into the
night. On the first floor is the bar, tables, a
television, a jukebox and video games. On
the second level is a pool table. Quinn's docs
not serve food, but offers popcorn, cashews

and chips to customers. Happy hour is
Mondays. through Saturdays from 2:00p.m.
to 9:00p.m. and drinks are only $1.00. Recently,Quinn's added a live guitarist to the
Wednesday mght's festivities.
Liz Criss, a Carroll junior, said, "I turn
twenty-one in a month, and my first stop
will be the ba rs on Lee Road because I hear
they are awesome."
A night out at the taverns and bars guarantees you will into many familiar faces
and also meet some new ones. It is a tim efor
unwinding and letting go. A night out on
Lee Road is a fun night, one that you will
hopefully remember th e next day.

Punxatawney Phi I says...
Spring is on its way
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WWF bodyslams its way to top

Nailroom ladies shine on WJCU

Natasha Marin
Staff Reporter
You probably know them asrhe
ladtes m the mall room and copy
center Maybe you recognize them
from their infamous Halloween
costumes. Perhaps you've seen
them at several functions put on
by Pi Alpha Phi, a John Carroll
s romy
Yet, you don 't rrul y know these
women unttl you 've heard them
on their WJCU radio show. Having been promoted to "dnve ume"
hours of 6 a.m. to 9 a.m., Goldie
Diamond and Pea rl greet WJCU's
audtence with "Chtc Cha t~ every
Tuesday morning.
So, who are the Gemsofthe Air-waves? Carrie Huszczo, AKA
Goldie, who has worked in the
mailroom for seven years and is
the advisor for Pi Alpha Phi ,is considered the leader of the troupe.
She ts also a commumcattons major at Carroll and a mother offour.
Referred mas"mom"by her son
Greg, Sharon Rudolph is addressed
as Diamond on the show. ln fact,
the gem names were her idea in
order to avotd embarrassment for
her freshman son on campus.
And lastly, Norma Piccirillo, or
Pearl, IS considered the quietest of
the three She IS the mother of
sophomore Rico Piccirillo, and her
husband is said to be the show's

ENTERTAINMENT

~

.

-Freshmen can walk across the quad aga1n
-Classes after 2 p.m. are now optional

Ticketmaster service charge.
The WWF has found success
Not even "Stone Cold" Steve overt he past year after a drought
Austin not being able to show up of several years when they didn't
for his scheduled appearance at seem to be able to draw a large
a World Wrestling Federatton following. Most house shows, like
(W WF) event last Saturday at the one at Gund Arena , left an
Gund A rena could keep the event em pry upper level, as opposed to
from selling out to over 20,000 a jam-packed crowd, and people
at the time thought that we had
fans
The show that Cleveland fans seen the end of pro wrestling.
This was obviously not to be
were able to see last Saturday was
part of the WWF "Road Rage" so. People are starting to realize
tour. As is the usual. this show now that it doesn't matter that
was ve ry unique and the fans the "sport" is fake. lt is also "enseemed sat isfied to say the le ast, terta inment." Vmce McMahon,
despite the absence of Austin , owner of the WWF, coined the
who was not able to perform due term "s ports entertainment"
somewhere down the line, and
to injury.
Before the night was over, the it's the perfect description for pro
WWF announced that it would wrestling. It's not sports and it's
be returnmg to the Gund Arena not entertainment; it's someon Monday, March 1 for a live where in-between. Pro wres tl ing
"Monday Night RAW." Tickets cannot be anythmg else because
sold quickly to bo th the fans in neither the sports or the enterattendance and fans that tainment community accepts it
The WWF is not alone in its
co uldn't make it to the show. By
th e time th is story prints, the success Ted Turner's World
Wrest lt ng
show will either be sold out or on Championship
th e verge of doing so, despite the (WCW), the more fa mil y-oririse in price for this event ($30, ented side oft he ind us try, is also
plus a service charge when buy- reaping the ben efits of pro
ing seats from Ticketmaster, for wrestling 's third golden age.
WCW has been getting the short
the best seats).
For fu t ure reference, fo r those end of the stick as of late in the
of you who were shut out of Mondaynightratingswar. WCW
"RAW" ucke ts, th e best way to may never see the top of the ratgetseatsistot keyourc oshwith in s again. as \on as the WWF
you to the previous event The continues to prov i:le the 'kina
best seats are to be had and you programming that kids want,
can avoid
th e d re aded which is typic ally what the ir
Aaron Baker

Entertainment Editor

photo courtesy ol the World

W~t!tnp, F"edtn.1kwl

The World Wrestling Federation World
Champion. Mankind.

The Rock

or

New and Coming
Attractions

-

" My Name is Joe"
"Payback," starring Mel Gibson
"Rushmore," starring Bill Murray

" Mulan"
"Something About Mary''
"Jackie Chan's Who Am I?''
"Heaven or Vegas"
''The Alarmist"

-

Lester Bowie Brass Fantasy, "The Odyssey of Funk
and Popular Music, Vol. 1"
Graham Centeral Station, "GCS 2000"
Baaba Maal and Ernest Ranglin, "live at Royal
Festival Hall"
Bill Morrissey, "Songs of Mississippi John Hurt"
Cesar Rosas, "Soul Disguise"
Tear Da Club Up Thugs, "CrazynDaLazDayz"
Pharoah Sanders, "Save Our Children"
Chuck E. Weiss, "Extremely Cool"
Nancy Wilson, "Live at McCabe's Guitar Shop"
Various Artists, "Blast From the Past" soundtrack

photowurtesy of the World WrH~:hng Fedtrtuon

"Bad Ass" Billy Gunn and the ''Road Dog" Jesse Kane
James, The New Age Outlaws.
parents don 't want them to see. see how it would happen. WCW
Another problem that WCW ranted on "N itro" that nobody
has been having is that with their needed to watch 't hat other
policy against violence, they show" beca use they already
can't take the match to a higher knew what happened. The WWF
degree a realism . A wrestler re- still dominated the evening in
ceived an accidenta l cut in a the ratings.
WCW match in the past, and the · The television shows are just
camera zoomed all the way out, the preliminary money-makers
so as not to show the wrestler. Merchandise for both companies
WCW can't put together the has pulled in literally billions of
kinds of matches that WWF can, dollars. Both companies have 12
such as the "First Blood" match pay-per-view shows a year that
between Steve Au&rm and Kane, many people buy for$30or more
in which the first wrestler to apiece.
The te lev ision shows also
draw blood on the other would
serve
to promote and create hype
be the winner.
Both WWF and WCW have for the next pay-per-view.
been doing everything within WrestleMania for the WWF is
their power to boost their rat- promoted at the start of the year,
ingsover the opposing company. even though it tsn't until late
This healthy competition be- March.
The WWF's show at Gund
tween the two companies has
Arena
is another form of profit
ratsed ratings., rather than lowfor the WWF Over 20,000 fans
ered them .
During the Monday night paid at lea st $12, and up to $25 a
fa ce-off one week, the WWF an- ti cket to see an event that
nounced, before the show even wouldn't even be telev1sed. Wresstarted, that their World Cham- tlmg fans have an absolute need
pionship would change hand s, to see a 1i ve show.
This live house show provtded
and their fans still tuned in to

more of what kids today love·
swinging chairs, half-naked
women and fans and performers
shouting expletives between one
another at the wpof their lungs.
Whether or not this. is appropriate for kids or not is the source of
much dispute.
The highlight of the day came
with the main event wh1ch was a
"Fatal four way title match" that
included Mankind (ak.a. Mtck
Foley), The Rock, The Undertaker and The Big Bossman.
This was a match that was
wrestled both in the ring and out,
as is the usual. The match ended
without a title change as the
WWF World Champion Mankmd won again, much to the joy
of the large crowd.
The WWF's programming
can be seen on the USA Network
(channe129 on-campus) on Su nday night at 7 p m. ("Sunday
Heat"), and Monday night at 9
p.m ("RAW is WAR"). WCW's
programming can be seen on
TNT (cha nnel 35 on-ca mpus) on
Monday night at 8 p m. ("WCW
Monday mo"), and Thursday
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Sharon Stone is stone-cold awful in 'Gloria'
Desson Howe
The WaShington Post

Actors are often told they
should never accept a role that
Involve> performing with dogs
or children But child actor
Jean-Luke Ftgueroa, who
makes his debut m "Gloria," has
learned the reverse truth No
kids should ever play opposite
Sharon Stone.Shecould destroy
their fledgling careers.
1 do not come to bury Stone
or "Glona,' but to disinter
them Col urnb1a P1ctures has
already taken care of bunal
rites, decl1ning to screen the
film for CritiCs ahead of open·
tng day, which was last Friday.
Everyone knows what that usually means: The movte's damaged goods, dead on arrival, a
box-office turkey. a bomb. Columbia Ptctures obviOusly figured they'd slink qUietly InlO
the marketplace and steal a few
mil hon at the box office before
revtewers pulled out the knives
Or, in my case. the shovel
But a classic ltke this deserves to be unearthed! Afte r
all , t h 1s p1u ure 1s !tkel y to command a pedestal of liS own at
the local video srore.Jusr check
for shelves marked ellher
"Sh:u on Stone" or "S taff 's \"'orst
Ptcks of 1999 " It wi 11 sure I y be
there tn all tts G- L 0 R-Y Just
out of a M1am1 pnson, where
she took a three -year fall for
mobster boylnend Kev1n (jer
emy Norrham), Glor ia (Sto ne)
returns to New York ity to
Kev1n, who never VISited her 1n
pd, ts every bit the complete
loser he a! ways was. In fact .
when she arnve s, Kcvm's boys
are hold1ng 6-ycar-old Nacky
(F tgucroa), the sole survivor of
a fa m II y they JUSt shot to p1eces

The k1d 's gomg to be killed off
sooner or later.
What 's a New York moll 111
pumps to do? She grabs some
firepower,orders Ke\'ln and h1s
henchman to smp their clothes
and toss them on to the street,
then breaks out of the stronghold wnh Ntcky in tow. To add
highstakestoal lt hi s, ickyis
holdang an lncrJmanating
floppy disk that lists the complete directory of the syndicate
and all the cops they repaying
off
There you have It, a son of
mafia road mov1e The dame
and the k1d running for theiT
ltves.Theangryboyfriendwho
has to answer to the don
(George C.. Scott, clearly out of
hisgourdrobeinthisrHm)who
wants that floppy at any cost.
Sharon, Sharon, Sharon
Where do we start extolling
your vinuesl
Fans who appreciate Stone
for her nudity, as well as story
hnes that depe nd on gruesome
cutlcry stashed under beds, a re
gomgto besorelydisappoin ted
Stone seems to have had a
clause in her contract that she
show her gams gratuitously
throughout the movie but
nothing else Slavenng fan s
must content themselves with
her tough and sexy presence,
the way she propels her leggy
self forward, trussed in m1 nt·
skIrtS and an k le-I OC ked in
killer pumps, as she spirits rhe
k1d out of danger

warm-ups for
th1srhapsod1c
mumph , has
apparent!ydirected
th e
support 1n g
cast to play
down,
so
St one
can
shine on h er
own
Okay, you
say there were
an1matronic
vclocHaptors
tn
"Jurassic
Park" that dtsplayed more
acttng chops
than Sharon
Stone . But af
you cynics
could just see
the
bittersweet paan in
herface,asshe
mes to make
nice wnh the
kid, you'd unde r stand
She's busting
her soul for
you people.
I'm getting
teary
just
t h 1 n king
about it.
G L 0 RIA
(R, 108 minutes) contains
n ud it y, violence, prof anity
and

eve n tf the)•do make Pia Zadora
seem lake Liv Ullmann.
Director Stdney Lumet, for
whom "12 Angry Men," "The
Pawnbroker," "Dog Day Afternoon " and "Network" were just

and find out!
WILL BE HELD ON THE CAMPUS OF:

CLEVELAND STATE UNIVERSITY
SAT., FEBRUARY 6,1999
&

CASE WESTERN RESERVE UNIVERSITY
SUN., FEBRUARY 7, 1999
Call today to reserve your seat!
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Streaks take OAC duals
Matt Rayl
Assistant Sports Ed1tor

Before the john Carroll UmverSit)' wrestling team joined the
Oh io Athletic Conference in 1989,
It enjoyed a large amount of success in the President's Athleuc
Con fe renee.
After postinga66-5dual meet
competmon record the past lOseasons m the OAC, opponents are
rcgretti ng the day the Blue Streaks
came on the scene.
Led by semor J ustm Kerr at 197
pounds and f reshmanJim Cook at
125 pounds, jCU didn't just win
rhw eighth OAC Duals Cha mpionship in lO years- it grab bed it
wah both hands and never relinqwshed its hold.
jCU emerged vactorious from
all six of itS matches by an average
of almost 25 points per contest. In
the team's ftrst four marches, the
average score wasJ5-6, wnh wms
coming over Mount Union. Heidel-

pho<oby ""'"Hm•ll eol,mb,.

SPORTS

berg, Baldwin-Wallace and Oh1o
Northern.
The Blue Sueaks'closcst match
came in the sem1fmals agamst
Muskingum, 25-15
Capital provtded little competitiOn m thechampiOnshtpmatch.
a JJ-15 wm for ]CU.
Cook, improving his rook ie
record to 16-7, has a chance of becoming the first freshman mover
a decade to notch 20 victones in a
season. Kerr, by going 6-0 at
Headelberg last weekend, further
solidified his place as one of the
mos t successful wrestlers in
school history
"It was a good weekend overall," said Kerr, a two-ti me A\]America and All OAC selecnon.
"Reali y, though, we should have
won a few more matches than we
did.
Kerr also raised his total number of career wms to 99, one away
from joining jCU's elite 100-vJc-

tory club, wh1ch 1s led by Joe
Schmadt at 122 victories
Desptte the absence of semor
heavywe1ghr Rich Eshch for the
fourth srratght match. the Blue
Streaks continued lO show why
they are the eight-ranked ream 111
the latest Brutc-ad!das Division 111
Coaches Poll
One mdtvidual from each class,
freshmen through seniors, found
himself contributing to the vtc·
tory
Freshman Enc Urdzik filled in
admirably for Eslich, posunga 3-J
record at heavyweight
At 174 pounds, sen 10r Casey
Swemba wen t 2-0, combinmg
with fellow semor Mike Stull to
contribute six wins. tull, the second-ran ked wrestler 1n hIS class
in the conference, has won six of
his last seven matches
Also undefeated on the weekend was the 149-pounders for
Carroll. Senior Ben Hah len was4-

~""'"

0. and freshman Mike Markovach
went 2-0 Wah the wms, Hahlen
has now won :~n 1ncred1ble 18 of
h1s lastl9 matches.
Unable to enjoy the victor~ was
JCU head coach Kerry Volkmann,
who was selected as an honorary
coach for the anonal Wrestlmg
CoachesAssociallonAil- tarDual
Meet The me t was held Monday
ntght at Gallagher-lba Arena m
Stillwater, Okla.
In Volkmann'sabsencc,gradu ate assistant Sean Grosz took over
the conductor's scat of the runaway train that i the JCU ' restltng team
'!thought we wrestled aggressive! y," Grosz said "We let the rest
of the OAC know what we're all
about V..'e lost so me close matches,
but I would rather have us lose
now than at the OAC's ··
Carroll w1ll travel to Findla>•
Saturday to face the top-ranked
team in NAJA.
"Fmdlay has a good ream,' ·,1 1d
senior j1m Ayers, who as 18-4 on
the year
"Thi 1s a big pm of the season
for us. We began two-a-day workoursstamng this week Th1~ 1s the
ume of year to 1urn It up a notch '
Af terdommat mg most of their
opponents thus far n 's sc.ary to
think the Blue Streaks have a
higher not h to reach

When Gloria (Sharon Stone) and Nicky (Jean-Luke Figueroa) are thrown together,
the two prove to be an odd team in the Columbia Pictures/Mandalay
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Super Bawl makes biggest advertising day
Aaron Baker
Entertainment Editor

When the millionsof viewers
tune into the Super Bowl from
year to year, at least some of them
are watch ingjust to see what the
next big marketmg movement
wtll be. Companies, in the past
(Anheuse r-Busch, Gilette), have
actually given previews for future commerc1als to be mrroduced during the big game.
The new crop of commercials
provides a second form of entertainment during the single most
watched modern television
event. The cost for a 30-second
spot d urmg th e game th 1s year
was $1 6 mil !ton
Why are these compa nies,
s uch as Federal Express, Blockbuster and Pepsi, Co., wtlling to
pay so much for this advenising7
It's due to the breadth of the audience that watches, as well as
the size (t his year, an estimated
130 rntllion people warched ).1t's
not all macho men that watch
the Super Bowl,as wasevtdenced
by some of the advernsing that
appear~d th is year(Vactona'sSecret, the Yellow Pages).
A lot of theadvertisingoffered
up was snll directed at males,
wh1ch ts to be expected.
Anheuser-B usch was the leader
thas year wah mne commercials,
two of which were ustng the famous Budweiser frogs that ca n
now talk. Anheuser-Busch may
have had the most commercials,
and some of the best, but who
else ruled th e breaks in action7
The stand-ours this year were
Apple Com purer and Federal Express.
The Apple commercial was a
fu II m mUte, and It was gua ran-

teed to keep the viewer's attention. This was an obvious rakeoff of the HAL 9000 computer
from the fi lm "2001: A Space
Odyssey." The commercial looks
forward to the "Y2K" problem
where computers "misbehave" in
the year 2000 and only Apple
Macintosh computers work correctly Where most commercials
are busy with heavy di alogue,

The cost for a 30second spot
during the game
this year was
$1.6 million.
this commercial worked because
It was simple.
The Federal Express com mercial showed what happens when
the Stanley Cup is late at theN HL
championshipseries Federal Express was just as successful wnh
commercial critics with as onetime Super Bowl commercial last
year.
The Vtctoria'sSecretcommercial in the first quarter was
shamelessly aimed at men, when
tt showed that a fashion show
with half -naked models would
be show n on their web site.
Volvo Trucks had an original
tdea when it decided to play off
the old highway activity of trying to get the truckdnverto yank
has horn .
Monster.com used ch ildren in

its advertising to appeal to the
parents wa tc hing Sunday
evening. The children said tha t
when they grow up. they want to
be such rhmgs as "yes men (and
women)," and another sa id that
they wanted "to be forced into
early remement." The commerCial then asks the viewers, "W hat
did you want to be?" Monster.com
is a job search web page wtth a
circulauon that IS su re to increase.
Visa pushed its check card
nicely, showmg that businesses
like dry cleaners and locksmiths
don~ accept check~
Mail Boxes, Etc. decaded to let
a small business have some ume
on the air Jeremy's MicroBatch
lee Creams was th e smalles t
business on the Super Bowl this
year. Mail Boxes, Etc. said they
were he! ping out the sma II business because "that's what we do."
New films for the spring and
summer season were advertised
in full force, tncludi ng "The Matrix,""The Mummy,""EdTV,"and
"Life." Surprismgly, 20th Century Fox didn't see the need to
advertise it's sure th1ng for the
summer: "Star Wars Episode 1:
The Phantom Menace."
Even Vince McMahon 's World
Wrestling Federation(see related
story, page 5) decided to throw
their hat 1nto the Super Bowl advertising ring for the first time
w1th one 30-second commerctal
in the third quarter
The advertisers came up With
the money to adve rtise during
the Super Bowl once agam as
rates hu rhe ar all-ume h1gh.
Overall. most of the commercials
were worth the money spent by
the va rious companies.

ph01o by Sar& fb'

Senior Shane Mignogna gains the upper hand on an opponent in a recent bout at the Don Shula
Sports Center.

Next match: Saturday at
Findlay
Site, time: Findlay, Ohio, 7:00
Key fact The Blue Streaks JUSt
beat the Roughnecks last season in a dual meer, l7 -16.

Wooster too much for JCU
Will use week off to prepare for OAC Championships
Lara Ferry

200 Fly with a time of 2:20.95. Despite the
record-sening effort, she finished in seco nd
Despite losses by both teams this past week- place.
"I felt good going into the race, but I was not
end, the john Carroll University swimming
and diving teams possess positive outlooks expecting to break the record," she sa1d. "I am
going into next week's Ohio Athletic Confer- hoping to better my timefrom last week m the
200 Fly, and possibly break the LOO Fly record
ence Championships.
The men, who are workmg with only nine at the OAC meet ."
The consistency of sophomore Carrie
members, fell to Wooster,ll8-92.as the squad's
Scherger has almost caused her performances
record dipped to 0-5
Conttnuing to swim strong is sophomore to get overlooked. She gained anot her pair of
J.P Merchant, who won the 200 Free in 1:50.51. victories versus Wooster, in capturing the 200
He was also the runner-up in the 500 Free to and 500 Free.
Both diving teams continue to stand out,
freshman Eric Richmond, who grabbed first
and freshman Stephanie Turner, who has alwith a time of 5:03.13.
Richmond also came out on top in the 400 ready qualified for nationals, won the 1- and]meter diving competitions.
individual medley
Head coach Matt Lenhart, who was pleased
Senior Dan Ansevin continued h1s hot
streak off t!1e diving board. In winnmg both with both reams' performances this past weekthel-and 3-mererevents,heextended his win- end, said the squads are lookmg forward to the
OAC meet.
nmg streak to eaght con"This week we are cutsecutive diving events.
ting down on yardage, and
Wooster also handed
letting the kids rest to prethe Blue Streak women
pare for the OAC meet," he
thei r first defeat of the seasa1d
son, 133-91, to Wooster
Lenhart hopes the parts
junior
Shannon
Next meet Oh10 Ath lenc Confercan compile a whole at the
Murphy had an Impresence ChampiOnships
conference meet
sive, but unexpected, vicSite&date:johnson, atatorium,
Some Carroll swimmers
tory in the 50 free, beanng
Feb. 11-lJ
wtll be shooung fort he naan All-American from
Key fact BoththeJCU men's and
uonal qualifiers, to JOin
Wooster in 25.69
women's team won the conferScherger,
Turner and diver
Freshman Sara P1et
ence event last season.
Maren Aikey, wh o have a!broke a school record m the
Staff Reporter

swimming

~

Carrie Scherger keeps putting on a show
for JCU, and is expected to do so at the
OAC Championships.
ready qualified this season.
"[tis early to start predicting, but there are
three or four kids who have h1gh goals and
good chances at quali fy ing for nationals,"
Lenhart sa1d.
"We want to do well as a team, but everyone
hasthwown tnd!vtdualgoals And hopefully
these individual goals wtll improve our team
standing overall."

Predictions
for the NBA
T omorrow brings the start of
the long-a«a lt ed National Basketbali Assonataort season (at least
they ICCnt tO thHtillt IS) Anyway,
The Carmll News reporters mane
thc11 prcd 1cuons about everytl11ng
fmm whowd!dowrllto whatever.
With the enormous addtuon of
<;cot 11e P1 ppen, the Houston Rock- •
cts would appear to be the favorites in the Western Conference.
The lnd1ana Pacers, returnmg all
ftve Starters and free agent acqUI·
SittOn Sam Perkms, look like they
will breeze through the Fast The
real conrroversv wtll come from
Denms Rodman(real shock there}
Where w1ll he sign7 How wtll he
playl\ ill h1smamage last> Will
he play naked> When wtll he
pterce hts
With the exclusiOn of 1 he mandat ed drug tesung !rom the new
collewve bargammg agreement,
lo k for hrrs Webber, Allen
Iverson. Ztggy Marley and Dylan
lt'Kay to enJOy record-breaking
years Chtc.tgo.ms will loot and
rtot when the Bulls wm t hcirtenth
~ame 111 late Apnl And m the
shock ot the yclr,K.nl 1,1lonc ;md
recently rc11crcd Reggie Whne
wtll JOIIl lorces '" the t.1g team
'' rc,tlmgduoto be reckoned wtt h,
"The Chm11an Coalition"
- NidiJ\OYllt II
On tht." homcfront , th e Cavs
Will hav ;t ni CC SC ;l$011 , Wll1 a p\;t
ott r und , and Mrke -rate lo wtl
doafewGucctads. !nthechamptonshipround, player-coach Larry
B1rd drop a three for the Pacers
With 2 4 seconds left rn Game 7
But Charles Barkley hits thegamewmning jumper, thus relegating
Scottie Pippen to second fiddle ..
again.
Denms Rodman remembe rs he
married himself a few years back,
thus finding a way out of his marriage to,Carmen Elektra

--Brian Murphy
It appears as if the race for the
crown iswideopen,only,of course,
because the Chtcago dynast y
came to an end In the East, the early favonte 1s the Indiana Pacers. With arguably the best coach,
in Larry Bird, the best backcoun
tandem,in Reggie Miller and Mark
Jackson, and the strong front court
Rik Smns and Antonio and Dale
Davtsat forward, the Pacers could
wm as many as 42 games. Late
season showdowns wnh the Magic
and Knickscouldshake things up
a bit.
In the West, there arc really two
contenders, the Houston Rockets,
who won the rwo titles while His
Airness rook a brief hiatus, and
the Los Angeles Lakers, who are a .-...
defm ate mside-outslde threat With
ShaquilleO'NeHand Kobe Bryant.
-- &b McCarthy
The Kmcks and wm the tnle
via intimtdation You got a problem wit 'dat?
The Lakers will be up 3·0 in
the champiOnship serres, but will
forfeit in Game 4, when Kobe's
room is visited by Latrell, Lj,john
Starks and Jeff Van Gundy (remember his takedown of Alonzo
Mourning>)
All the weight Shawn Kemp
had gained proves to be an illegiti
mate child of has own. Th1s as uncovered by Larry Flint in May.
--Mark &leny
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Sharon Stone is stone-cold awful in 'Gloria'
Desson Howe
The Washington Post

Acrors are often told they
should never accept a role that
involves perform1ng wnh dogs
or children. But child actor
Jean-Luke hgueroa , who
makes hi debut1n "Gloria," has
learned the reverse truth No
kids should ever play opposite
Sharon Stone She could destroy
theH fledgltng careers
I do not come to bury Stone
or "Gior1a: but to disinter
them Col urn b1a Pictures has
already taken care of bunal
rJtes. dcc!Jmng ro screen the
fdm for critiCS ahead of opening day, wh1ch was last Friday.
Everyone knows what that usually means: The movie's damaged goods, dead on arrival, a
box-office turkey, a bomb. Columbia Pictures obviously figured they'd slink qu1etly 1nto
the marketplace and steal a few
million at the box office before
reviewers pulled out the knives
Or, m my case. the shovel
But a classic ltke this deserves to be unearthed! After
all, this p1ct ure IS I i kely to command a pedestal of ItS own at
the local vidcostore.Just check
for shelves marked c1ther
"Sh non Stone' or "Staff's Worst
Picks of 1999 "lt wtll sure ly be
there 1n a! Ins G-L 0-R-Y just
out of a M1am1 pnson, where
she wok a three year fall for
mobster boy( ncnd Kevin Ueremy Northam), Gloria (Stone)
retut ns to New York Cny to
.y

\

r \

Kev1n, who never VISited her Jn
Jail, Js every bit the complete
loser he always was. In fact,
when she arnves, Kev1n's boys
arc hold1ng 6-year-old N1cky
(Figueroa), the sole survivor of
a family they JUSt shot to p1eces

The k1d's gomg to be ktlled off
sooner or later
What's a Kew York mollm
pumps to do? She grabs some
flrepower orders Kevin and h1s
henchman to stnp the1r clothes
and toss them on to the street,
then breaks out of the stronghold wtth Nicky 111 tow. To add
high stakes to all this, Ntcky is
holding an lncnmtnating
floppy disk that ltsts the complete d trectory of the sy nd1cate
and all the cops they're pay1ng
off
There you have It, a son of
maf1a road mov1e: The dame
and the k1d runmng for their
lives Theangryboyfnendwho
has to answer to the don
(George C Scott, clearly out of
h1sgourdtobetnth1sfilmlwho
wants that floppy at any cost.
Sharon, Sharon, Sharon
Where do we start extolling
your virtues?
Fans who appreciate Stone
for her nudny, as well as story
l1nes that depend on gruesome
curlery stashed under beds, are
goingtobesorelydisappomted.
Stone seems to have had a
clause 1n her contract that she
show her gams gratuitously
throughout the mov1e but
noth1ng else Slavenng fans
must content themselves With
her tough and sexy presence,
the way she propels her leggy
self forward , trussed in miniSkirtS and ankle-locked in
killer pumps, as she spirits the
k1d out of danger.

warm-ups for
th1srhapsod1c
triumph, has
apparently dJrected
the
support 1n g
cast to play
down,
so
Stone
can
shine on her
own
Okay, you
say there were
an1matron1c
vclociraptors
1n "juraSSIC
Park" that displayed more
acttng chops
than Sha ron
Stone But tf
you cynics
could JUSt see
the
bHtersweet pain m
herface,asshe
tnes to make
nice with the
kid, you'd unde r stand
She's busting
her soul for
you people.
I'm gening
teary
just
think 1 n g
about 1t
G L 0 RIA
(R, lOB minutes)contains
nudity, ViO·
lence, prof anil y
and

even if they do make Pia Zadora
seem like Ltv Ullmann.
Director S1dney Lumet, for
whom "12 Angry Men," "The
Pawnbroker," "Dog Day Af ternoon" and "Network" were just

and find out!
WILL BE HELD ON THE CAMPUS OF:

CLEVELAND STATE UNIVERSITY
SAT., FEBRUARY 6,1999
&
CASE WESTERN RESERVE UNIVERSITY
SUN., FEBRUARY 7, 1999
Call today to reserve your seat!

papeflo~

Matt Rayl
Assistant Sports Editor
Before the John Carroll University wrestling team joined the
Ohio Athletic Conference in 1989,
It enjOyed a large amount of success 1n the President's Athletic
Conference.
After posting a 66-5 dual meet
compeuuon record the past !Oseasons Ill the OAC, opponents are
rcgremng the day the Blue Streaks
came on the scene
Led bysen1or jusnn Kerr at 197
pounds and freshmanjim Cook at
125 pounds, jCU didn't just win
thm e1ghth OAC Duals Championship m 10 years -H grabbed it
wnh both hands and never relinquished its hold.
jCU emerged victorious from
all six of its matches by an average
of almost 25 points per contest. In
the team's ftrst four matches, the
average score was 35-6, with wms
coming over Mount Union, Heidel-

berg, Baldwin-Walla e and Oh10
Northern.
The Blue Streaks' closest match
came 1n the sem1fmals agamst
Muskingum, 25-15
Capital prov1ded little competitiOn m thechamp10nsh1pmatch
a 33-15 wm for JCU.
Cook, improving his rookie
record to 16-7, has a chance of becoming the first freshman 111 over
a decade to notch 20 victones in a
season. Kerr, by going 6-0 at
Heidelberg last weekend, further
solidified his place as one of the
most successful wrestlers in
school history
"It was a good weekend overall," said Kerr, a two-time AllAmenca and AII-OAC selectton.
'Really, though. we should have
won a few more matches than we
did.'
Kerr also raised his total number of career wins to 99, one away
from joining JCU's elite 100-vlc-

tory club, wh1ch is led by Joe
Schmidt at 122 VICtories
Despnc the absence of semor
heavywe1ght Rich Eshch for the
fourth straight match, the Blue
Streaks continued to show why
they are the etght-ranked team m
the latest Brute ·ad1das Div1sion Ill
Coaches Poll
One mdiv1dual from each class,
freshmen through sentors, found
htmself conmbuung to the victory.
Freshman Enc Urdzik filled Ill
admirably for Eslich, posting a 3-3
record at heavyweight.
At 174 pounds, semor Casey
Swemba went 2-0, combining
with fellow senior Mike Stull to
contnbute six wms t ull, the second-ranked wrestler m h1s class
in the conference, has won six of
his last seven matches.
Also undefeated on the weekend was the 149-pounders for
Carroll. Senior Ben Hah len was 4-

phombyOn,,.H,,.niiC:Oiumb"l'ouu"'
When Gloria (Sharon St one) and Nicky (Jean-Luke Figueroa) are thrown together,
the two prove to be an odd team in the Columbi a Pictures/Ma ndalay
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O,and freshman M1ke Markovich
went 2-0 Wnh the w111s, Hahlcn
has now won an mcred1ble 18 of
h1s last 19 matches
Unable to enJOy the VIctor> was
JCU head coach Kerry Volkmann,
who was selected as an honorary
coach for the at1onal Wrestltng
CoachesAssoclatJonAll- tarDual
Meet. The meet was held Monda;
mght at Gallagher-lba Arena in
Stillwater, Okla.
In Volkmann's ab encc.graduate ass1sta nt '>can Grosz took over
the conductor's seat of the runaway train that is the jCU wrestling team
"I thought we wrestled aggressively," Grosz said "We let the rest
of the OAC know what we're all
about We lost some close matches,
but l would rather have us lose
now than at th OA 's."
Carroll w!ll travel to Findlay
Saturday to race the top-ran ked
team in NAIA .
'Fmdlay ha a good te;tm," sa1d
semor Jun Ayers, who IS 18-4 on
the year
"This ts a b1g p.1rt of the season
for us. We began two-a -day workoutsstamngthlswcrk Th1s1sthc
nmeof ycartoturn n up~1 notch"
Af terdommanng most of thcH
opponents thus far 1t's scary to
think the Blue treaks have ;1
higher notch to reach.

wrestling
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Super Bawl makes biggest advertising day
Aaron Baker
Entertainment Editor
When the mill ionsof viewers
tune into the Super Bowl from
year to year, at least some of them
are watchingjust to see what the
next big markwng movement
will be. Companies, m the past
(Anheuser-Busch, Gilette), have
actually given previews for future commercials to be introduced durmg the b1g game.
The new crop of commercials
provides a second form of entertainment during the single most
watched moder n television
event. The cost for a 30-second
spot during the game this year
was $16 million.
Why are these companies,
such as Federal Express, Blockbuster and Pepst, Co., willing to
pay so much for this advertising?
It's due to the breadth of the audience that watches, as well as
the size (this year, an estimated
130 million people watched). It's
not all macho men that watch
the Super Bowl, as was evidenced
by some of the advemsing that
appearid this year (Victona's Secret, the Yellow Pages).
A lot of theadvertisingoffered
up was still d1rected at males,
wh1ch IS to be expected.
Anheuser-Busch was the leader
this year wnh mnecommercia ls,
two of which were using the famous Budwe1ser frogs that can
now talk. Anheuser-Busch may
have had the most commercials,
and some of the best, but who
else ruled the breaks in acnonl
The stand-outs th1s year were
AppleComputerand Federal Expres
The Apple commercial was a
fUll min Ute, and It WaS guaran

teed to keep the viewer's atte ntion This was an obvious takeoff of the HAL 9000 computer
from the fil m "2001: A Space
Odyssey." The commercial looks
forward to the "Y2K" problem
where computers "misbehave" in
the year 2000 and only Apple
Macintosh computers work correctly. Where most commercials
are busy with heavy dialogue,

The cost for a 30second spot
during the game
this year was
$1.6 million.
this commercial worked because
it was simple.
The Federal Express commercial showed what happens when
the Stanley Cup is late at the NHL
championshipseries. Federal Express was just as successful with
commercial critics with its onetime Super Bowl commercial last
year
The Victoria'sSecret commercia I in the first quarter was
shameless! y aimed at men, when
Jt showed that a fashwn show
with half -naked models would
be shown on their web site.
Volvo Trucks had an oTJginal
1dea when It decided to play off
the old highway activity of trymgtogetthetru kdnvertoyank
hts horn
Monster.com used children in

Its advertising 10 appeal to the
parents watching Sunday
evening. The children said that
when they grow up, they want to
be such things as "yes men (and
women)," and anot her said that
they wanted "to be forced into
early retirement." The commercial then asks the viewers, "What
did you want to be?"Mons ter.com
is a job search web page with a
circu lauon that IS sure to increase.
Visa pushed its check card
nicely, showmg that busmesses
hkedrycleanersand locksmiths
don't accept checks
Ma1l Boxes, Etc. decided 10 let
a small busmess have some ttme
on the air. jeremy's MicroBatch
lee Creams was th e smallest
business on the Super Bowl this
year. Mail Boxes, Etc. said they
were helping out the small business because "that's what we do."
New fi lms for the spring and
summer season were advertised
in full force, includ ing "The Matrix,""The Mummy," "Ed TV," and
"Ltfe." Surprisingly, 20th Century Fox didn't see the need to
adve rt ise it's sure th1ng for the
summer: "Star Wars Episode l :
The Phantom Menace."
Even Vince McMahon 's World
Wrestling Federation (see related
story, page 5) decided to throw
their hat into the Super Bowl advertising ring for the firs t time
with one 30-second commercial
in the third quarter
The advertisers came upwnh
the money to advertise during
the Super Bowl once agam as
rates hn their all-ume high .
Overall, most of the commercials
were worth the money spent by
the vanous companies

pholo b~ Sua F~

Senior Shane Mignogna gains the upper hand on an opponent in a recent bout at t he Don Shula
Sports Center.

Next match: Saturday at
Findlay
Site, time: Findlay, Ohio, 7:00
Key fact The Blue Streaks just
beat the Roughnecks last season in a dual meet, 17-16.

Wooster too much for JCU
Will use week off to prepare for OAC Championships
200 Fly With a time of 2:20.95. Despite the
Lara Ferry
record-setting effort, she finished in second
Staff Reporter
Despite losses by both tea ms th is past wee k- place.
"I felt good going into the race, but I was not
end, the john Carroll Umversity sw1mmmg
and diving teams possess positive outlooks expecting to break the record," she said. "I am
going into next week's Ohio Athletic Confer- hoping to better my time from last week 1n the
200 Fly, and possibly break the 100 Fly record
ence Championships.
The men, who are working with only nine at the OAC meet."
The consis tency of sophomore Carne
members, fell to Wooster, 118-92, as the squad's
Scherger has almost caused her performances
record dipped to 0-5.
Continuing to swim strong is sophomore to get overlooked. She gained another pair of
J.P. Merchant, who won the 200 Free in 1:50.51. victories versus Wooster. in capturing the 200
He was also the runner-up in the 500 Free to and 500 Free.
Bot h div ing teams cont inue to stand out,
freshman Eric Richmo nd , who grabbed fi rst
and freshma n Stepha nie Turner, who has alwi th a time of 5:03.13.
Ric hmond also came out on top in the 400 ready qualified for nationals, won the 1- and 3meter diving competitions.
individual medley.
Head coach Matt Lenhart, who was pleased
Senior Dan Ansevin continued hts hot
streak off r:1e diving board. In winnmg both with both teams' performances this past weekthe 1-andJ-meterevents, he extended his win- end, said the squads are lookmg forward to the
OACmeet.
nmg streak to e1ght con"This week we are cut·
secutive diving events.
swimming
tmg down on yardage, and
Wooster also handed
letting the kids rest to prethe Blue Streak women
pare for the OAC meet," he
thetr first defeat of the seasa1d
son, 133-91, to Wooster
Lenhart hopes the parts
junior
Shannon
Next meetOh io Ath lenc Confercan comptle a whole at the
Murphy h<!d an Impresence Championships
conference meet
sive, but unexpected vicSite&date:johnson Natatorium,
Some Carroll swimmers
tory in the 50 free, beating
Feb.II-13
will beshooungforthe naan All-Amencan from
Key fact BoththejCU men's and
uonal qualifiers, to JOin
Wooster m 25.69
women's team won the conferScherger.
Turner and dtver
Freshman Sara Piet
ence event last season
Maren Aikey, who have a\broke a school record 1n the

~

Carrie Scherger kee ps putting on a s how
for JCU, and is expected to do so at the
OAC Championships.
ready qual1fied th1s season.
"It is early to start prediwng. but there are
three or four kids who have high goals and
good chances at qualifying for nationals,"
Lenhart sa1d
·we want to do well as a team, but everyone
has their own individualgoals. And hopefully
these individual goals w1lt 1m prove our team
standing overalL"

7

Predictions
for the NBA
T omorrow bnngs tlte start of
t hc long-awOl I ed Nat ion a I Baliuthall AssociatJon stason (at leas£
they c.:m to thinh it 1s) Anyway.
The Carroll N.-ws reporters malu
then prcJ ICl!Oill about evcrytfung
from whowdldowellto whatever

Wnh theenormousaddmonof
Scott1e Pippen, the Houston Rockets would appear to be the favorites m 1 he Western Conference
The lnd1ana Pacers, returnmg all
f1ve starters and free agent acqUJItiOn Sam Pcrk1ns. look hke they
w11l breeze through the East The
real controversy w1ll come from
Dcnms Rodman(real hock there)
Where will he sign1 How w1ll he
play1 Wtll h1s marnage Ia,r1 Will
he play n.1kcd? When will he
pierce hts
Wah rhcexclus1on oft he man·
dated drug tesung I rom the new
collccuve bargaimng agreement,
look lor hris Webber, Allen
Iverson. ltggy Marley and Dylan
McKay to cnpy rccorcl·lm:akmg
years. Chicagoans wtll loot and
not when thr.:Bullswm the1rtcnth
game 111 ],He Apnl And m the
shockolth ·yc.~r,K.nllo.l.lloncand
recently rcuered Reggie Whitt'
\\ 1ll JOitl lorLeS as th' tag team
\\ rcstlmgduotobcreckoned wnh,
''The Chnsrwn Coalinon •
- Nicl11\ovacl1
On the homcfron t, the Cws
wlll have a mcesr<\Son, wm" [\lay
ott round , and M1ke ratello wt
doafewGucc1ads.lnthechampi
onsh1p round, player·coac hI arry
Btrd drops a three [or the Pacers
With 2 4 seconds left m Game 7
Bu t Charles Barkley h1 tst hegame·
wmning jumper, thus relegating
Scottie Pippen to second fiddle ...
again
Denms Rodman remembers he
married h1mself a few years back,
th us finding a wayoutof his marriage to.Carmen Elektra
-- Brian Murp hy
It appears as 1f the race for the
crown iswideopen,only.of course,
because the Ch1cago dynasty
came to an end In the F.ast, the early favorite is the Indiana Pacers. Witharguablythebestcoach,
in Larry B1rd, the best backcourt
tandem, Ill Regg1e Mtllerand Mark
jackson,and the strong from court
Rik Smits and Antonio and Dale
Dav1s at forward, the Pacers could
w1n as many as 42 games Late
season showdowns with the Magic
and Knickscould shake thmgs up
a bit.
In the West, there are really two
contenders, the Houston Rockets,
who won the two titles while His
Airness took a brief hiatus, and
the Los Angeles Lakers, who are a -..
defimte ms1de-outs1de threat wtt h
ShaqUJlleO'Neil and Kobe Bryant.
--Bob McCarthy
The Kmcks and wm the title
via intimidation. You got a problem wit 'dat7
The Lakers will be up 3-0 in
the championship series, but will
forfeit in Game 4, when Kobe's
room IS VISited by Latrell Lj,john
Starks and Jeff Van Gundy (remember h1s takedown of Alonzo
Mourmng1)
All the weight Shawn Kemp
had gained proves to be an illegit imate child of h1sown Th1s IS uncovered by Larry Flint in May.
-- Marl1 Boleky
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Bob McCarthy

shootmg from both squads, with
]CU hitting 26 percent of its field

W1th a 12 point lead and less
than three minutes to play against
Baldwm-Wal1ace, the john Carroll University men's basketball
team knew that BW would make
the Blue Streaks earn a vtctory
from the free - throw !me.
After all,JCU had been downright palrry from the I me, rankmg eighth 1n the Oh1o Athletic
Conference in ream free -throw
shooting at 68 percent.
The late BW game plan backfired , however,asjCU made its finall6free-rhrow attempts to seal
the 80-79 victory for the game,
the Streaks shot a whopping 91
percent,going32-35 [rom the line.
"They call it the chanty stripe,
but up until the BW game tt wasn't
very gracious to us." Coach Mike
Moran said. "However, that night
we had home court advantage,
which I thmk made a difference·
The two biggest free-throws of
the game came with only six seconds to play from junior Scott
Beran, who sank both attempts
with six seconds left topush)CU's
lead wfour.
The first half featured frigid

go:ls and B W at a 36 percent eli p.
ln the fmt haU, our two big
scorers, Mark !Heidorf] and Dan
\Coxon! were a combined 2-for-17
f ~om the field; Moran said. •Anyume your major offensive threats
are that cold, you need to look elsewhere for a spark.'
Part of that spark was ignited
from the hands of Beran As time
expired, Beran banked in a threepoint basket to give Carroll a twopoint lead at the half.
lf that was the spark, then the
momentum change caused by rhe
buzzer-beatmg basket added fuel.
"Assoonas it went in,the emotion
of theent ire team changed," Beran
said, who would not attempt an01 her f1eld goal in the game.
The same 180-degreechangein
emo tion occurred with the
coaches "T hat was a big change
for us, and ll changed the whole
emotion of the contest" Moran
said "Our confidence skyrocketed
at half -time because we had the
lead, and were able to look ahead
and focus on the second half."
Junior guard Luke Dautovic led
the way offensively for the Blue

Staff Reporter

men's hoops

photo by 5.;1~ Fest

Sophomore Larry Holmes and the Blue Streaks look forward to a
possible first-place match-up against conference leading Ohio
Northern in the season finale on Feb. 20.

Hard work pays off for 'Dorf
the entire conferencehitting 62
percent of his shots.
----~1'i'W~o+.oe'1!ft'l'l'l'e~rd-...1¥!11"tte!H<-e-ej:.ffis IIW~ memorable
play against the best competition games, Heidorf went a perfect 10IOfrom the field, totaling24 points
possible," Heidorf said.
Bob McCarthy
The coaches took notice of the and nine rebounds in a semi-fina l
Assistant Sports Editor
Forget the hot-doggmg, trash dedication and hard work that the loss to Ohio Northern in the 1997
talking and finger pointing and young transfer student possessed. OAC Tournament.
Starting all 29 games last seaThe following season, the
just go out and play basketball.
son,
Heidorf was one of the main
hardwork
that
Heidorf
had
disThisdoesn'texactlysound likethe
mission of many of today's college played earned him valuable min- reasons that the Blue Streaks won
or professional basketball players. utes. He saw action inal127 games the OAC regular season championship and made it to
But,that is just what
the Elite Eight of the
senior Mark Heidorf
National Collegiate
would prefer to do. As
Athletic Association
a matter of fact, that is
Division Ill Tournaexactly what He idorf
ment. For the year, the
has done for the last
forward averaged 17
four and a half years
points and seven reThe 6-foot- 3, 230bounds per game.
pound Heidorf has
"I just want a
never been accused of
chance to Win the
being the best athlete
championship,'
around or the quickest
Heidorf said. ' Indiballplayer, bm he has
vidual accolades are
not let that hinder his
meaningless
if the
career.
ream is not successful."
"You are definitely
Speaking of indi not going to see Mark
vidual milestones,
in a decathlon," coach
Heidorf recently beMike Moran said. "But
came only the fourpho«o by Sar:~ Fes~
Mark never takes a
shon-cut,and is a total Mark Heidorf considers one of his many post moves teenth player in jcu ·
his tory to score 1,000
while being triple-covered by Baldwin-Wallace.
blue-collar player."
career points. He curThis reputation as a
hard-workingplayer brought of the season,averagi ng near! y five rently ranks eighth on the career
Heidorf toJohnCarroll after a one points and four rebounds per con- scoring list, and could crack the
test, all the while leading the en- top five before the season's end.
semester stint at Tiffin.
But all Heidorf cares about is
"It was not about basketball, 1 tire team in field goal percentage
ending
his career on top. "I know
clip.
Continued
at
a
54
percent
JUSt thought that in the long run 1
could get a better degree from a work through summer sessions 1am getting close to the end of my
earned Heidorf an expanded role career, so I want to go as far as we
different sc hool," he said.
ca:1 in the tourna ment to keep the
EnterJohnCarroll. Withapris- in his sophomore campa1gn.
"He earned everything that he season going as long as possible."
tine reputation for its business
Heidorf will not soon be forschool and a basketball program ever achieved here at Carroll,
gotten
bytheprogram,ashtsworkon the rise, it seemed to be a per- which is testimony to his workethic
will
serve as a model for the
ethic,"
Moran
said.
fect fit. No one could know just
Although he did not start any future of the Blue Streaks.
how perfect it would turn out.
"Our younger players can learn
Heidorf enrolled at Carroll for of the 27 games in his sophomore
a
lor
from Mark,"Moransaid. "Most
Jt
was
his
breakout
season.
season,
the 1995springsemester,and took
a redshirt. Knowing he was not Averagmg 12 points and six re- importantly, 1 hope they see how
eligible for any playing time m h1s bounds per game, Heidorf earned he is, always looking to improve
initial semester,Heidorf practiced All-Ohio Athletic Conference his game."
Not a bad legacy for a guy who
allsemesterwith the team,a move honorable mention honors, as he
led not only the Blue Streaks, but just loves to play the game.
that surprised some people.
"Many people wondered why I
practiced everyday, but I just love

THIS YEAR A LOT OF COLLEGE
SENIORS WILL BE GRADUATING
INTO DEBT.
Under the Army's
Loan Repayment
program, you could get
out from under with a
three-year enlistment
Each year you serve
on active duty reduces
your indebtedness by onethird or $1,500, whichever amount is greater,
up to a $65,000 limit.
The offer applies to Perkins Loans. Stafford Loans,
and certain other federally insured loans, which are not
in default.
And debt reHef is just one of the many benefits
you 11 earn from the Army_ Ask your Army Recruiter.

791-1365

ARMY. BEwww.goarmy.com
ALL YOU CAM BE:

victory out of Mount Union's hands.
At the last meeting of the two teams,
When two of the conference's on Jan. 19 m Alliance, Mount Umon
top three-point shooting teams outscored john Carroll, 78-63 Defense
meet, you might expect a battle may have made the difference thisnme.
"We changed up our defense a little
waged from behind the arc
Surprismgly, just the opposite more today and played a little more
man," said Dugan "We had a lot of
transpired.
The John Carroll Untversity hustle. We rea II y played our guts out."
"Playing man made us a little more
women's basketball team was
nipped by Mount Union, 56-55, intense than when we're in a zone "
Tuesday mght in what turned out agreedjimison. "Wereallyworkedweil
to be a hard-fought battle waged together on defense. This was probably one of our best defensive effortS of
mainly in the paint.
Sure, going into the game, Car- the season"
Sophomore Meghann Hubach was
roll boasted two ·of the top five
three-point shooters in the con- true to form, tallying 13 points and ll
ference , including sophomore boards to be the only Blue Streak in
Katie Cervenik, conference leader double figures in either column. It was
in three-point field goals per game. Hubach's first double-double sincejCU
And never mind that the de- defeated Muskingum nearly two weeks
[endingOhioAthlericConference ago. Hubach had tallied six doubleChampion Purple Raidersentered doubles in eight games previously.
John Carroll dropped two games
the game hav ing just set an OAC
single-game record with 13 treys earlier in the week to conference leader
Baldwin Wallace and non-conference
against Capital last Saturday.
Each team tallied only four Ohio Wesleyan. Freshman Stephanie
Gianni posted adouble-doubleagainst
trifectas on the night.
It may have been jusras well for the Battling Bishops, with 14 points
the Blue Streaks to avoid an out- and lOre bounds, whilejimison led the
side battle, as three-point gun effort with her second-straight 17 point
Cervenik remains sidelined with game
The Blue Streaks travel to face firsta head mjury she suffered last
place Capital on Saturday.
week.
Said Jimison, "We're looking to
"We are always trying to get in
the paint," said head coach Carol bottle the heart and defensive effort
Dugan, who was not disappointed from Tuesday and take it in[to the Capiby the lack of perimeter shooting. tal game] with us. In the OAC, any"lliketo try to run the inside game." thing goes. They're probably overlookNevertheless, several three- ing us, so we're going to go get them."
pointersdid make it into the hoop
at key moments in the game.
A 1ong bomb from junior
Allison Likarput the first score on
the board for either team after
nearly five minutes of scoreless
play at the stan of the game. A
Mount Union trey allowed the
Purple Raiders back into the game
after trailing for the entire first
Next game: Sat. at Capital
halL
Site, time: Columbus, 3:00
And junior Erin Jimison's
Keyf act ln three straigh twins
buzzer beating three -poi nter
againstJCU, Capital has won
ended the game on a high note but
by an average of 23.6 points.
wasn't quite enough to keep the

Rona Proudfoot

Streaks, scoring a career-high 21
points,steppi ng up where Heidorf
and Coxon faltered.
"Mark and Dan had confidence
m me and dished off to me when
they were cold," Dautovic said
"T hat confidence has built more
and more throughout the season."
Another key contribution
ca me from sophomo re Larry
Holmes, who for the second
straight game wtaled double-digit
rebounds. Against BW, Holmes
scored 12 points and grabbed a
game-high and career-high 15 rebounds, incl ud ingseven offensive.
Holmes also scored nine points
and pulled down 13 rebounds in
an 80-70 victory over Hiram College last Wednesday. Heidorf led
all scorers w1th 24 points.

Next game: Sat. vs.Capital
Site, time: Shula Center, 7:30
Key fact In the last six years,
JCU is 50-8 at home.
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Women square off against
top OAC competition

Men success£ ull y toe
the line, down rival
Assistant Sports Edrtor

SPORTS

Justin Kerr
Senior, Wrestling
Went 6-0 at 197 pounds,
helping JCU win the OAC
Duals this past weekend In
Tiffin. The six wins,four of
which were byfall,give him
18 for the season and 99 for
his career. Next win will
make him fourth Blue
Streak in history to record
100 victories.

Katie Machusik
Freshman_, Track
Won the 800-meter run
Friday at the Ohio Northern Indoor Track and Field
Meet, where the JCU
women placed third as a
team. Time of 2:27.48 in
the 800 was two seconds
off the school record. Also,
came in third in the 400mererdash.

phol:obySan feJo~

Junior guard Allison Likar looks for an open teammate in a recent game for the Blue Streaks.
Likar is one of only three upperclassmen on a young JCU squad that almost upset Mount
Union Tuesday at home.

SPORTS FLASHES
STAYlNG INDOORS -In theJCU indoor
track and field team's first major meet of the
season, th e women placed third and the men
eighth at the Ohio Northern Invitational this
past weekend. Long distance runners continue to excel for the women,as freshman Katie
Machusik won the 800 meters. Her time of
2:27.48 was just two seconds off the school
record . junior Maureen Fielder carried over
her success from the cross country season, and
won the 1500 meter race.
For the men,junior AJ. Waide won the triple
jump, and freshman Steve Polachakclcared 611/4 in the high jump, tying for the top

KINGS OF THE GLASS- The men's basketball team currently leads rheOACin both total
rebounds per game with 38.5, and rebound
margin with a plus nine advantage. Senior
Mark Heidorf is fifth in the conference in individual rebounding with 7.8boards percomesL
11ed for sixth in
Sophomore Larry
the same category
tejunior Rico
Pietro, as each
B rebounds per game.

TO WRES1L.EE.:; - ........,.,.............. :.~~
individual wrestling ranki
easily won the OAC Duals C
weekend.Jneightofrheten
Blue Streaks have a wrestler ra
three.JCU seniors Ben Hahlen
are both ranked No.1 atl49
weight, respectively.

RCIN(J~i- Sophomore
the OAC in three-point
per game with 2.75.

wo•me:~C~~~j\~~I<lRI:OLlOiN-Thesenior[eatureonwres
Justin Kerr last week incorrectly quoted
him assaying he has bench pressed 550pounds
(Yikes!). In fact, the quote was about his dead
lift, which is an impressive 550 pounds.
The Carroll News regretful! y apologizes for
STAYIN' ALIVEthis
mistake.
ing in the regular
basketball
currently .500 or better
TRJVlAANSWER-AilowingMountUnion
in their overall records. This could bode well
to
only
shoot 25 percent in the first half Tuesfor the Blue Streaks, as the first time this ocday
shows
why the Blue Streaks are first in the
curred was back in 1993-94, when JCU won
the conference regular season title. Once again OAC in defens!Ve field goal percentage (375).
the OAC has proven its competitiveness [rom
All statistical wformalion listed is as of
top to bottom.

Monday, Feb.l.

Fortunately, it's not too late
to make the right choice.
Some JHe-meds don't use
four-color ""clicl\rr prns."
Somr prr-mcds ha\'cn"t
alwa~·s wanted to br doctors .
.. . and som(' prr-mrds are
still trying to dccidr how to
prcpan• for tht· \1('\T.

.

.

. you're not the typical pre-med. Maybe
haven't known that you wanted to be a
since birth, and maybe you didn't even
about the April MCAT unti I now.
F01turtately,you can still enroll in the fmest
preparation course. The Princeton
realizes that not all pre-meds have made
MCAT preparation decisions yet. That's
why our course begins on February 13 .... So
when your friends who are currently enrolled tell
how amazing our course is, you can still
fmd
'. out for yourself. Call today to reserve your

.. .

'.

1-800-2REVIEW
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Assistant Sports Editor

Wnh a 12 point lead and less
than threeminutestoplayagainst
Baldwin-Wallace, the john Carroll Universuy men's basketball
team knew that BW would make
the Blue Streaks earn a vtctory
from thefrec- throw line
After all,JCU had been downnghr paltry from the line, ranktng etghth m the Oh10 Athletic
Conference in team free-throw
shooting at68 percent.
The late BW game plan backfired , however, asjCU made its final 16 free -throw attempts to seal
the 80-79 vtctory For the game,
the Streaks shot a whopping 91
percent,goi ng32-35 from the line.
"They call it the charity stripe.
butupuntilthe BW game it wasn't
very grac1ous to us," Coach Mike
Moran said. "However, that night
we had home court advantage,
which l thmk made a difference·
The two biggest free-throws of
the game came wLth on! y six seconds to play from junior Scott
Beran, who sank both attempts
wllh six seconds left topushJCU's
lead to four.
The first half featured frigid

shoot! ng from both squads, with
JCU hittmg 26 percent of its fteld
goa_Is and B W at a 36 percent chp.
In the first half , our two b1g
scorers, Mark [Heidorll and Dan
!Coxon] were a combined 2-for-17
f~om the field; Moran sa1d. "Anytime your maJor offensive threats
are thatcold,you need to look elsewhere for a spark·
Parr of that spark was 1gnited
from the hands of Beran As time
exptred, Beran banked in a threepoint basket to give Carroll a twopoint lead at the half.
If that was the spark, then the
momentum change caused by the
buzzer-beating basket added fuel.
"As soon as 1t went in. the emotion
of theemi re team changed," &ran
said, who would not attempt another field goal in the game.
The sa me 180-degreecha nge in
emo tion occurred with the
coaches ~That was a big change
for us, and it changed the whole
emotion o f the contest" Moran
sa id. "Our confidence skyrocketed
at half-time because we had the
lead, and were able to look ahead
and focus on the second half."
Junior guard Luke Dautovic led
the way offensively for the Blue

Rona Proudfoot
Staff Repor ter

Streaks, scoring a career-high 21
points,steppmg upw here He1dorf
and Coxon faltered .
"Mark and Dan had confidence
in me and dished off to me when
they were cold ," Dautovic said.
"That confidence has built more
and more throughout the season."
Another key contribution
came from sophomore Larry
Holmes, who for the second
straight game totaled double-digi r
rebounds. Against BW, Holmes
scored 12 points and grabbed a
game-high and career-high 15 rebounds, including seven offensive.
Holmes also scored nine points
and pulled down 13 rebounds in
an 80-70 victory over Hiram College last Wednesday. Heidorf led
all scorers with 24 points

men's hoops

Next game: Sat. vs. Capital
Site, time: Shula Center, 7:30
Key fact: ln the last six years,
jCU is 50-8 at home.

~obyS..raFn1

Sophomore Larry Holmes and the Blue Streaks look forward to a
possible first-place match-up against conference leading Ohio
Northern in the season finale on Feb. 20.

Hard work pays off for 'Dorf
the entire conferencehitt ing 62
percent of his shots.
- ~ej:,hts ft"l{){C memorable
~"""""""'"~~
play against the best competition games, Heidorf went a perfect LOIOfrom the field,tota ling24 pomts
possible," Heidorf said.
Bob McCarthy
The coaches took notice of the and nine rebounds in a sem i-final
Assistant Sports Editor
Forget the hot-dogging, trash dedication and hard work that the loss to Ohio Northern in the 1997
talking and finger pointing and yo ung transfer student possessed. OAC Tournament. .
Starting all 29 games last seaTh.e following season, the
just go out and play basketball.
This doesn't exact! y sound like the hardwork tha t Heidorf had dis- son, Heidorf was one of the main
missi o n of many of today'scollege played earned h1m valuable min- reasons that the Blue Streaks won
or professional basketball players. utes. He saw action in all27 games the OAC regular season championship and made it to
But, that is just what
the Elite Eight of the
senior Mark Heidorf
National Colleg iate
would prefer to do. As
Athletic Association
a matter of fact, that is
Division Ill Tournaexactly what Heidorf
ment. For th e year, the
has done for the last
forward ave raged 17
four and a half years.
points and seven reThe 6-foot-3, 230bounds per game.
pound Heidorf has
"I just want a
never been accused of
chance to win the
being
the
best
a
thlete
1
championship,"
r---------------------------. around or the quickest
Heidorf said. "Indi ballplayer, but he has
vidual accolades are
not let th at hinder his
meaningless if the
career.
team is not successful."
"You are definitely
Speaking of mdinot going to see Mark
vid ual milestones,
in a decathlon," coach
Heidorf recently beMike Moran said. "But
came on I y the fourFtst
Mark never takes a
short-cut,and is a total Mark Heidorf considers one of his many post moves teenth player in JCU "
Under the Army's
history to score l,OOO
while being triple-covered by Baldwin-Wallace.
blue-collar player."
Loan Repayment
career points. He curThis reputation as a
program, you could get
hard-workingplayer brought of the season,averagi ng near! y ftve rently ranks eighth on the career
out from under with a
Heidorf to john Carroll after a one points and four rebounds per con - scoring list, and could crack the
test, all the while leading the en- top five before the season's end.
semester stint at Tiffin.
three-year enlistment.
But all Heidorf cares about is
"It was not about basketball, 1 tire team in field goal percentage
Each year you serve
just thought that in the long run l at a 54 percent clip. Continued ending his ca reer on top. "I know
on active duty reduces
could get a better degree from a work through summer sessions lam getting close to the end of my
your indebtedness by one- different school," he said.
earned Heidorf an expanded role career, so I want to go as far as we
can in the tournament to keep the
third or $1,500, whichEnterJohnCarroll Withapris- in his sophomore campaign .
season
going as long as possible "
"He
earned
everything
that
he
ti
ne
reput
ation
for
its
business
ever amount is greater,
Heidorf will not soon be forschool and a basketball program ever ac hieved here at Carroll,
up to a $65,000 limit.
on the rise, it seemed to be a per- which is testimony to h1s work- gotten bytheprogram,ashis workThe offer applies to Perkins Loans, Stafford Loans,
ethic will serve as a model for the
fect fit. No one could know just ethic," Moran said.
and certain other federally insured loans, which are not
Although he did not start any future of the Blue Streaks.
how perfect it would turn out
"Our younger players can learn
He1dorf enrolled at Carroll for of the 27 games in his sophomore
in defaull
a
lot
from Mark," Moran said. "Most
the 1995springsemester,and took season, it was his breakout season.
And debt relief is just one of the manY benefits
a redshm . Knowing he was not Averaging 12 points and six re- importantly, I hope they see how
you 11 earn from the Army. Ask your Army Recruiter.
eligible for any playing time in his bounds per game, Heid orf earned he is, always looking to improve
initial semester, Hetdorf practlced Al l-Ohio Athletic Conference his game."
Not a bad legacy for a guy who
all semester with the team, a move honorable mention honors, as he
led not only the Blue Streaks, but just loves to play the game.
that surprised some people.
"Many people wondered why I
The following is the seco nd of
lights for the win- prawced everyday, but I just love

THIS YEAR A LOT OF COLLEGE
SENIORS WILL BE GRADUATING
INTO DEBT.

791-1365

ARMY. BEwww.goarmy.com
ALL YOU CAM BE!
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Women square off against
top OAC competition

Men success£ ull y toe
the line, down rival
Bob McCarthy
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When two of the conference's
top three-point shoonng teams
meet, you might expect a battle
waged from behind the arc.
Surpnsing ly, just the opposite
transpired.
The john Carroll Universi ty
women's basketball team was
nipped by Mount Union, 56-55,
Tuesday night in what turned out
to be a hard-fought battle waged
mainly in the paint
Sure, going into the game, Carroll boasted two ·of th e top five
three-point shooters in the conference, includi ng sophomore
Katie Cervenik ,conference leader
in three-point field goals per game.
And never mind that the defendingOhioAthleticConference
Champion Purple Raiders entered
the game having just set an OAC
single-game record with 13 treys
against Capital last Saturday.
Each team tallied only four
trifectas on the night.
It may have been just as well for
the Blue Streaks to avoid an outside battle , as three-point gun
Cervenik remains sidelined with
a head injury she suffered last
week.
"We are always trying to get in
the paint," said head coach Carol
Dugan, who was not disappointed
by the lack of perimeter shooting.
"I like to try to run the inside game."
Nevertheless, several threepointersdid make it into the hoop
at key moments in the game.
A long bomb from junior
Allison Likar put the first score on
the board fo r either team after
nearly five minutes of scoreless
play at the start of the game. A
Mount Union trey allowed the
Purple Raiders back into the game
after trailing for the entire first
half .
And j unior Erin Jimison's
buzzer beating three-pointe r
ended the game on a high note but
wasn't quite enough to keep the

victory out of Mount Union's hands.
At the last meeting of the two teams,
on Jan . 19 in Alliance , Mount Umon
outscored john Carroll, 78-63. Defense
may have made t hediffercnce this time.
"We changed up our defense a little
more today and played a little more
man," said Dugan . "We had a lot of
hustle. We really played our guts OUI n
"Playing man made us a little more
intense than when we're in a zone"
agreedJtmison. "Wereallyworked well
together on defense. This was probablyoneof our bestdefensiveeffortsof
the season"
Sophomore Meghann Hubach was
true to form, tallying 13 points and 11
boards to be the on ly Blue Streak in
double figures in either column. It was
H ubach's firstdouble-doublesincejCU
defeated Muskingum nearly two weeks
ago. Hubach had tallied six doubledoubles m eight games previous] y.
John Carroll dropped two games
earlier in the week to conference leader
Baldwin Wallace and non-conference
Oh io Wesleyan. Freshman Stephanie
Gianni posted a double-double against
the Battling Bishops, with 14 points
and IOrebounds,whilejimison led the
effort with her second-straight 17 point
game.
The Blue Streaks travel to face firstplace Capital on Saturday.
Said Jimison, "We're looki ng to
bottle the heart and de fe nsive effort
from Tuesday and takeit in[totheCapital game! with us. In the OAC, anythinggoes. They're probably overlooking us, so we're going to go get them."

photo by S"' Fcs<

Junior guard Allison Likar looks for an open teammate in a recent game tor the Blue Streaks.
Likar is one of only three upperclassmen on a young JCU squad that almost upset Mount
Union Tuesday at home.

SPORTS FLASHES
STAYING INDOORS- ln theJCU indoor
track and field team's first major meet of the
season , the women placed third and the men
eighth at the Ohio Northern Invitational this
past weekend. Long distance runners continue to excel for the women, as freshman Katie
Machusik won the 800 mete rs. Her time of
2:27.48 was just two seconds off the school
record . j unior Maureen Fielder carried over
her success from the cross country season, and
won the 1500 meter race.
Forthemen,junior AJ. Waide won the triple
jump, and freshman Steve Polachakcleared 611/4 in the high jump, tying for the top

KINGS OF THE GLASS- The men's basketball team currently leads theOACin both toral
rebounds per game wJth 38.5, and rebound
margin with a plus nine advantage Senior
Mark Heidorf is ftfth in the conference in individual rebounding with 7.8 boards per contest.
Sophomore Larry
tied for si x.th in
the same category
mmatejumor Rico
Pietro, as each
rebounds per game

women•s hoops
""CJNC:JR'5- Sophomore
the OAC in three-point
per game with 2.75.

Next game: Sat. at Capital
Site, time: Columbus, 3:00
Key fact ln threestraightwins
againstjCU, Capital has won
by an average of 23.6 points.

justin Kerr
Senior, Wrestling
Went 6-0 at 197 pounds,
helping ]CU win the OAC
Duals this past weekend In
Tiffin. The six wins, four of
which were by fall, give him
18 for the season and 99 for
his career. Next win will
make him fourth Blue
Streak in history to record
100 victories.

Katie Machusik
Freshman., Track
Won the 800-meter run
Friday at the Ohio Northern Indoor Track and Field
Meet, where the ]CU
women placed third as a
team. Time of 2:27.48 in
the 800 was two seconds
off the school record. Also,
came in third in the 400meterdash.

ii~)RFtEC:TION- The senior feature on wres-

ST A YIN' ALlVEing in the regular
basketball
currently .500 or better
in their overall records. This could bode well
for the Blue Streaks, as the first time this occurred was back in 1993-94, when JCU won
the conference regular season title. Once again
the OAC has proven its competitiveness from
top to bottom.

justin Kerr last week incorrectly quoted
him assaying he has bench pressed 550pounds
(Yikes!). In fact, the quote was about his dead
lift, which is an impressive 550 pounds.
Carroll News regretfully apologizes for
this mistake.

ne

TRIVIAANSWER-AilowingMountUnion
to only shoot 25 percent in the first half Tuesday shows why the Blue Streaks are first in the
OAC in defensive field goal percentage (37.5).

~·

-

All statistical information listed is as of
Monday, Feb.l.

Fortunately, it's not too late
to make the right choice.
Some pre-meds don't usc
fo u r-color ""clicker pens."

Some pre-meds haven't
always wanted to be doctors .
.. . ::tnd some pre-meds arc
still trying to decide Jum to
pn.·pan.· for the 'lC .\T.

.... ...

. you're not the typical pre-med. Maybe
haven ' t known that you wanted to be a
since birth, and maybe you didn't even
about the April MCA T until now.
, you can still enroll in the finest
preparation course. The Princeton
realizes that not all pre-meds have made
MCAT preparation decisions yet. That's
our course begins on February 13.. So
your friends who are currently enrolled tell
how amazing our course is, you can still
out for yourself. Call today to reserve your

1-800-2REVIEW
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Letters to the Editor

Editorial Opinion

Administrator
attacks
editorial

Desperately Seeking
An Outlet
john Carroll University prides itself on bemg a liberal artS
school The liberal arts curriculum espouses the theory that students should be presented with a wtde range of subjects in order ro
make informed dec1sions and take solid stances on important
worldly issues.
Students or]CU are pe rm ined free speech by the Declaration of
Students Rig hts and Responsibilines in the umverstty's student
hand book Thatfree speech,however,isq uickly remedin withthe
qua hfie r that · uni versi ty faci lit ies may not be used for the contmued public advocacy of positions contrary to the Catholic characterof the university.·
&cause of the"conrinued public advocacy" phrase,continuous
presentations of non-Catholic views are prohibited. Since john
Carroll University and the greater population on the whole are not
as homogeneous as some might believe, dissenting opinions are
likely to arise. Unfortunately, most of the time, they fall on deaf
ears. The University's rules seem to be hypocritical and unjust A
liberalansschoolshouldencouragedebate insteadofquashingit.
Basically, the same university that is so proud to form wellrounded students refuses to allow those sa me st udents the opportunit y to hear and consid~r opposing stances.
ThereJS nothing wrong wi th The jesuit University In Cleveland
encourag ing its matnculators to side with the Catholic Church
and ns teachings.
Last week the Rightto Life Group's "Cemetaryof the Innocents"
was vandalized. ln a memorandum to the JCU Community, a
d
h h
d
groupo f university a ministrators wrote t at t ey were" isappointed someone .. would choose vandahsm rather than constructive methods of communicating their disagreement."
I
Yet university regu Iations prevent th is person or th ese peop e
from doing so on campus consistently Thus, the memorandum
ccaamllsp~uosr.a n aCIIO il that IS simpl y impossible if it is to be done on
These are formative years for the students of John Carroll. We

til T c;;J
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Groundhog didn't see his shadow, will this brutal 50 degree
•

winter ever end? miSS: Super Bowl commercials very subpar
this year. miss: Student union unsuccessfu I in Iuri ng a band
ever heard on a radio near you. HIT: C.A.B. 's Swing Dance: a
good time. miss: Braving the elements in the February weather
to promote your su campaign , only to lose in the primary. HIT:
"S ex ·In Re1at'IOnS h'IpS " One year anniVersary
·
On 1Ya wee k away...
•
miSS: Cleveland truly is the "saddest sports town" in the country;
WOrld Ch amp1ons
·
th'IS year: th e Ch ICago
'
B U II S, th e New y Or k
Yankees and the Denver Broncos. miss: Spray painting your
name On th e p ace II'l 1·IOn ·In a despara t e p1ea for th e d run k VOte.

Hypocrites For Hire
Once upon a time, the Student Union was not a huge bureaucracy. The student government consisted of only a Senate and
Executive Board.
Then the red tape began. A new House of Representatives was
constructed to represent the student organizations on campus.
However, the group was only imended to vote on rna tters related to
the Student Activities Budget Board and student organizations.
The Student Umon then mandated that the House come to all
meetings of the government orrisk losing their funding or charters.
Ho hum. Student Union meetings are about as exciting as watchmgevaporation. When the Housesupporteda motion to eliminate
that attendance requirement, the Senate vetoed that.
The Senate's "Oh, the House is so important" attitude is apparently a facade since it never seems to support or thoroughly consider the House's opinions.
The House is like the Senate's lmle step-sister. The Senators and
executives say they want their sibling to be an equal, but when it
comes to their actions, they hke to bamsh the House to cleaning the
basement while they run off to the Debutante Ball.
Re ently, the Senate approved more bureaucracy by giving the
House the right to vote on all matters that the Senate does. Seems
ltke a mce gesture to give equal power to both branches of government But wan, the Senate has veto power over the House.
At this week's Student Union meeting, a bill was presented to
rest ructure the Studem Activity Fee The proposal intended to take
away money that wasoriginallydelegated to the student organizations, and transfer it to the Student Union's event fund just last
year, the original structure of the Awvtty Fee required approval of
the majonty of the student body. The Student Union felt it was
nonetheless acceptable to change the mandate of that referendum
vote on 1ts own.
lnterestingly enough, the House voted against the plan. Besides
ovcrnding the student body's vote of last year, the Senate also
overrode the House's opposition.
For members of the Senate to speak of equality with the House
ts clearly hypocritical when reviewing the Senate's actions.
Funny enough, the Senate and e11:ecutive who presented the
plan should ultlmately be the ones who were overndden on the
maner of the Student Acti vny Fee. The action Tuesday night of the
Senate vetoing the House contradicts the Senate's own manual,
which states that both the majortty of House and Senate members
must favor any changes to the structure of the Student Activities
Fee

don't want to place Jesus in the
unconscionablepositionof giving
offense. How un-Christianl
While we're at it, let's remove
anything that might suggest that
this university's mission includes
moral and ethical discernment

StaJJ
•fJCOmmen t ary
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philosophy ~ould have every pupil emerge a well-rounded and
informed freethmker,capableof making his or her own decisions.
l
Is that unreasona bl y 1ibe ra?

The editorial opinion carried
in the January 28 edition of The
Ca rroll News,"C rossi ng the Line,"
reflects a remarkabl e viewpoint
for a publication that purports to
favodree speech. Referring to the
crosses erected behind Pacelli Ha ll
that represented abortio n victims
and that were toppled in a nocturnalraid,theopinionwriter (and
presumably the editorial staff)
stated: "Why should something
so negative, even morbid, be on
display for the entire community
to endure?
If crosses representing abortion
vi ctims should not be displayed
because they may cause anxiety,
whynotalsoremoveallcrucifixes
on the campus? Surely, if bare
crosses are discomfiting, even
more so must be ones with a human-likeformnailedtothem We

Here we are, a little more tha n a month into the fina l year
of the milleniUm, and 1 can't help but wonder if the my
formative years are going to waste.
(Side note: Actually, it's the second to last year of the
millenium. Technically,theyear2000stillisparrofthe20th
cen tury. But since most people a recalling 1999 the swan song
of the 20th century, l will too. And why.shouldn't it be? Prince
didn't claim he was gonna party like it's 2000.)
Anyway,1keephearingthiscontin ual
rhetoric about how 1999 is not only the
end of the millenium, but also the end of
the world. There are stories about people
running for the hills with stockpiles of
canned food and bottled water. One person iseveri hoarding bicycles.
These people also are refusing to divulge their hideout locations. Theyfearif
they do, the unbelieving who fail to preBrian Murphy
pare for the turn of the century will inManaging Editor vade. Of course, a war similar to midievel
times then wou ld erupt, except combatants would be riding bicycles and charging at each other with
sticks.
But l must admit, l started to believe these chicken Iittles
running around claiming the sky is falling.
First, according to accounts from local weather forecasters,
the storm of the century dumped about 60 feet of snow on
Nonhesat Ohio. Ironically, the final year of the century had
just begun. Coincidence that the storm to end all storms
occ urred then? l think not.
And just a few weeks ago, a man who migh t have been god
in hi sown li ne of basketball shoes and wore No. 23 retired. At
the time, he said he was "99.99 percent"sure of retirement this
time. Talk about a second, er, th1rd coming. He'll probably
knock down another game winner in the NBA Finals, after
which he will reveal he is the son of jesus.
OK, the snow stopped as it always does, and His Airness
certainly is not the son of anyone but two very hu man parents. But thmgs went to hell ina handbasket this past Tuesday.
First, Morse Code was retired by international maritime
authorities. Now to ships will employ satellite technology to
signal distress. I'm thinking, 'Great, the Amish are going to
d1scover typewriters soon.'
And "Melrose Place" was canceled by Fox. When lthi nk of
quality programmmg, "Melrose" and "Suddenly Susan" come
to mind. I'll be lost Monday nights.
Finally, the the most amazing story came out of Denver,
Colo. The state's house speaker rece ived a standing ovation
after he admitted he was arrested for drunken driving dunng
the weekend. According to reports, he said he suspected the
blood alcohol results would be "high • The House members
must have been, too.
1 have yet to ptece it all together. But I'm ftguring we'll
survive with Morse Code and "Melrose." And we'll be alnght
desptte the Colorado house.
After all, I learned to ride a bike when I was a kid.
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The Carroll News is published weekly by the students of john Carroll Unoverslty The opinions ex pressed in editorials and cart oons are those of ohe
Carroll Newseduorial staff, and not necessanl y ohose
of jCU's administration, facuhy or students. Signed
matenaland comics are solely the view of the author
The Carroll News i5 printed on 70% recycled paper.
One cop)' of the Carroll News is available to each
member of the JCU communuy at no cost Add o·
roona l copies are valued at 25 cenos each

How to reach us:

(216)397-4479 (Ed ito ria 1)
(216)397-4 398 (Business)
CARROLLNEWS@jcvaxajcu edu

and development. Since we lack
universalagreementonwhatconstitutes such habits of the heart
and mind, better that we narrow
our mission to purely academic
pursu its. Discussion of ethical and
moralissuesintheclassroom-outl
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Commercial
money could
be better
spent
As I watch the Super Bowl this
Sunday I began to quesnon Amenca n society. It was amazing how
the roo m quieted each time a commercial appeared and then would
erupt with laughter that would
stop just m time for the next advertisement. According to the
Associated Press, the average price
for a television advertisement during the Super Bowl was $1.6 million. That average multiplies out
to$53,333 percommercialsecond.
Is anyone else startled by these
facts? Americans work hard and
deserves an event that allows so
many people to come together and
enjoyeachother'scompany, but is
our society over-doing it? The
Columbia School of Public Health
has reported that almost 25% of
children under the age of 6live in
families that have incomes below
the poveny line. On the other
hand millions of Americans, including myself watchedover$6.4
million pass through our tefevtsion sc reens in just a two minute
period.
Constder
what
one
commercial 's worth of money
could have done for a poor school
system or thea mount of food one
second of television could have
bought fora soup kitchen. Alllericans have all been blessed wfrh a

E!Uracurricu
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w onder f u 1 pl ace to live bu t as

hint that this is a jesuit, Catholic
university. First to go, of course,
should be St. Francis Chapel.
What angst it must engender
among atheists. The sculpture of
St. Ignatius and the bust of Bishop
John Carroll go next, as well as

Kerr is ajunioratjohn Carroll
University.
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Your opinion matters
Letters to the Editor

Americans are we doing our best

~-~---... out!
to share it with everyone?
-- To complete tlie transtrien to
Cfi leerr

other symbols that connote a religious and moral tradition.
Once we've rid the icons, let's
move on the books that chafe the
tender psyche. Grasselli Library
should find archival space for
them.
Leadtheway,CarroliNews;let's
purge the campus of all contentious moral indignation'
j. Gerard Sheehan
Sheehan is the Di rectoroifPub-

The Carroll News wel comes let·
lers to the editor, as it Is our way of
knowing what you like or dislike
about the newspaper, the campus
or life in general. We require that
letters be submitted in The Carroll
News offices by noon on Monday
to be eligible for publication in lhal
week's editlon . letters should be
typed, and no longer than two
pa~s. double-spaced. We reser~~e
the right to edit leiters for clarity or
space considerations. Letters must
be signed and accompanied by
your telephone number.

lie Affairs at john Carroll University.

VOP fiEN
NEW HOBBIES FOR THE ILOSERS OF
STUDENT UNION ELECTIONS
10. Revenge. 'If you didn't vote for me, I will find you.'
9. Mopping flooded campus bathrooms.
8. Creating more bureaucracy for those who were
elected to deal with. Whereas this, whereas that
7. Become chair of one of the billion committees of the
Student Union. Perhaps Director of Interior Design.
6. Deep, deep depression.
5. Riding the shuttle back and forth; all day, every day.
4. Assist Campus Security in finding parked cars without permits
3. Create your own Student Union. You can be president.
2. Transfer:
l. join The Carroll News.

CASHIN ON GOOD GRADIS.
If you're a freshman or

tuition, most books and
sophomore with good
fees,plus$150perschool
grades,apply now for a
month. They also pay off
three-year or two -year
with leadership experischolarship from Army
ence and officer credenROTC .JUmyROTC ~1ial> imp<e.,iveto
scholarships pay
future employers.

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COWGE COURSE YOU CD '1UE
For details, visit 2nd Floor of the Lombardo
Student Center, or call 397-4421
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Administrator
attacks
editorial

Desperately Seeking
An Outlet

~:~/:an act lOll th a t IS Si mpl y impossible if it is to be done on

HIT:

HITS &

Groundhog didn't see his shadow, will this brutal 50 degree
winter ever end? miss: Super Bowl commercials very subpar
this year. miss: Student Union unsuccessful in lu ri ng a band
ever heard on a radio near you. HIT: C.A.B. 's Swing Dance: a
good time. miss: Braving the elements in the February weather
to promote your SU campaign, only to lose in the primary. HIT:
"Sex in Relationships" one year anniversary only a week away...
miss: Cleveland truly is the "saddest sports town" in the country;
World Champions this year: the Chicago Bulls, the New York
Yankees and the Denver Broncos. miss: Spray painting your
name on the Pacelli lion in a desparate plea for the drunk vote.

Staff Commentary

Bike Rider's Guide

THE CARROLL NEWS

T hese are formative years for the students of john Carroll. We
should be
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phi losophy \!fOUld have ever y pupil emerge a well-rounded and
informed free thinker,capableof making his or her own decisions.
I
Is that unreason abl y 1i bera?

Hypocrites For Hire
Once upon a ume, the Student Union was not a huge bureaucracy. The student government consisted of only a Senate and
Exccunve Board.
Then the red tape began. A new House of Representatives was
cons tructed to represem the student organizations on campus.
However, thegroupwason ly intended to vote on matters related to
the Student Activ ities Budget Board and student organizations.
The Student Union then mandated that the House come to all
meetings of the government or risk losing their funding or charters.
Ho-hum. Student Union meetings are about as exciting as watchmgevaporallon. When the House supported a motion to eliminate
that attendance requirement, the Senate vetoed that.
The Senate's "Oh, the House is so important" attitude is apparently a facade since it never seems to support or thoroughly consider the House's opinions.
The House is like the Senate's little step-sister. The Senators and
executives say they want their sibling to be an equal, but when it
comes to the1r actions, they like to bamsh the House to cleaning the
ba ement while they run off to the Debutante Ball.
Recently, the Sena te approved more bureaucracy by g1ving the
House the right to vote on all matters that the Senate does. Seems
like a mce gesture to give equal power to both branches of govern ment. But wait, the Senate has veto power over the House.
At this week's Student Union meeting, a bill was presented to
restructure the Student Activity Fee. The proposal intended to take
away money that was ongma\1y delegated to the student organizations, and transfer it to the Student Union's event fund. just last
year, the onginal structure of the Activity Fee required approval of
the majority of the student body. The Student Umon felt it was
nonetheless acceptable to change the mandate of that referendum
vote on rts own.
Interestingly enough, the House voted agamst the plan. Besides
overriding the student body's vote of last year, the Senate also
overrode the House's opposition.
For members of the Senate to speak of equality with the House
rs clear\ y hypocmical when reviewing the Senate's awons.
Funny enough, the Senate and executive who presented the
plan should ultimately be the ones who were overridden on the
matter of the Student Activity Fee. The action Tuesdaynightof the
Senate vetoing the House contradicts the Senate's own manual ,
which states that both the majority of House and Senate members
must favor any changes to rhe structure of the Student Activities
Fee.

Here we are, a little more than a month into the final year
of the millenium, and 1 can't help but wonder if the my
formative years are going to waste.
(Sidenote: Actually, it's the second to last year of the
millenium. Technically; the year 2000 still is part of the 20th
century. But since most people are calling 1999 the swan song
of the 20th century, I will too. And whyshouldn't it be?Prince
didn't claim he was gonna party like it's 2000.)
Anyway, l keep hearing thiscontinual
rhetoric abou t how 1999 is not only the
end of the millenium, but also the end of
the world. There are stories abou t people
running for the hills with stockpiles of
canned food and bottled water. One person is everi hoarding bicycles.
These people also are refusing to divulge their hideout locations. Theyfearif
they do, the unbelieving who fail to preBrian Murphy pare for the turn of the century will inManaging Editor vade. Of course, a war similar to midievel
times then would erupt, except combatants would be riding bicycles andchargingat each other with
sticks.
But I must admit , I started to believe these ch icken Iittles
running around claiming the sky is fall ing.
First, according to accounts from local weat her forecasters,
the storm of the century dumped about 60 feet of snow on
Northesat Oh1o. Ironically, the final year of the century had
just begun. Coincidence that the storm to end all storms
occ urred then? l think not.
And just a few weeks ago, a man who might have been god
inhisown line of basketball shoes and wore No 23 retired . At
the time,he said he was "99.99 percent"sure of retirement this
time. Ta lk abo ut a second , er, thi rd coming. He'll probably
knock down another game winner in th e NBA Finals, af ter
which he will reveal he is the son of jesus.
OK, the snow stopped as it always does, and His Airness
certainly is not t he son of anyone but two very human parents. But thmgs went to hell ina handbasket this past Tuesday.
First , Morse Code was retired by international maritime
authorities. Now to shipswill employ satellite technology to
signa l distress. I'm thinking, 'Great, the Amish are going to
discover typewriters soon.'
And "Melrose Place" was canceled by Fox. When l think of
quality programming, "Melrose" and "Suddenly Susan" come
to mind . I'll be lost Monday nights.
Finally, the the most amazing story came out of Denver,
Colo. The state's house speaker received a standing ovation
after he admitted he was arrested for drunken driving during
the weekend. According to reports, he said he suspected the
blood alcohol results would be "high." The House members
must have been, too.
I have yet to piece it all together. But I'm figunng we'll
survive with Morse Code and "Melrose ." And we'll be alnght
despHe the Colorado house.
After all, !learned to ride a bike when I was a kid.
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The editorial opinion ca rried
in the J anua ry 28 edi tion of Th e
Car roll News, "Cross lng the Li ne,"
re fl ects a remarkable viewpoint
for a publication that purports 10
favor free speech. Referring to the
crosses erected behind Pacelli Hall
that represented abortion victims
and th at were toppled in a nocturna l raid, the opimon writer (and
presumably the editorial staff)
sta ted: "Why should something
so negative, even morbid, be on
display for the entire commun ity
to endure?
If crosses representing abortion
victims should not be displayed
be cause they may cause anxiety,
why not also remove all crucifixes
on the campus? Surely, if bare
cro sses are discomfitin g, even
more so must be ones with a human-likeform nailed to the m. We
don't want to place jesus in the
unconscionable position of giving
offense. How un-Christian!
While we're at it, let's remove
anything that might suggest that
thi s university's mission includes
moral and ethical d rscernment
and development. Since we lack
un iversa! agreement on whatconstitutes such habits of the heart
and mind, better that we narrow
our mission to purely academic
pursuits. Discussion of ethical and
moral issues in the classroom -out!
acurrlcular actlvittes pretTil!:lt:u Ull ULU1al Ul CllHI..C:ll

t,Vci~ -

out!
To complete tlie transltMn to
hint that this Is a jesuit, Catholic
un iversity. First to go, of course,
should be St. Francis Chapel.
What angst it must engender
among atheists. The sculpture of
St. lgnati us and the bust of Bishop
John Carroll go next, as well as
other symbols that connote a religious and moral tradition.
Once we've rid the icons, let's
move on the books that chafe the
tender psyche. Grasselli Library
should find archival space for
them.
Lead the way, Carroll News; let's
purge the campus of all contentious moral indignation!
J. Gerard Sheehan
Sheehan is the Di rectorofPub[ic Affairs at john Carroll Univer-

Commercial
money could
be better
spent
As I watch the Super Bowl this
Sunday l bega n to question Amen ca n society. It was amazing how
the room quieted eac h t tmea commereta! appeared and then would
erupt with laughter that would
stop just in time for the next advertisement. According to the
Associated Press,the average price
for ate levision advertisement d uring the Super Bowl was $1.6 million. That average multiplies out
to$53,333 per co mmerc1alsecond.
Is anyone else startled by these
fac ts? Americans work hard and
deserves an event that allows so
manypeopletocometogetherand
enjoy each other's company, but is
our society over-doing it7 The
Colum biaSchool of Public Health
has reported that almost 25% of
children under the age of 6live in
families that have incomes below
the poverty line. On the other
hand millions of Americans, including myself watched over$6.4
million pass through our terevision screens in just a two minute
period
Cons1der
what
one
commercial's worth of money
could have done for a poor school
system or the amount of food one
second of television could have
bought for a soup kitchen. Americans have all been blessed with
w o n derful p lace
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Letters to the Editor

Editorial Opinion

John Carroll University prides itself on being a liberal arts
school. The liberal arts curriculum espouses the theory that students should be presented with a wide range of subjects in orderto
make informed decisions and take solid stances on important
worldly issues
Stude nts of J CU a re permi tted free speech by th e Declara tion of
Students Rig hts and Responsi bJ\ I[]eS in the unive rsrty's student
hand book. That free speech, however, isquick ly reined in with the
qualifier that "u ni versity facili ties may not be used for the continued public advocacy of posi tions contra ry to the Catholic character of the umversity."
Because of the ' continued public advocacy" phrase. continuous
presentations of non-Catholi c views are prohibited. Since john
Carroll University and the greater population on the whole are not
as homogeneous as some might believe, dissenting opinions are
likely to arise. Unfortunately, most of the time, they fall on deaf
ears The University's rules seem to be hypocritical and unjust A
liberal arts school should encourage debate instead of quas hing it.
Bas1call y, the same university that is so proud to fo rm wellro unded s tudents refuses to all ow those same student s the opportunu y to h ear a nd consider opposi ng stances.
There is not hing w rong with Thejesui t University In Cleveland
encouraging u s matriculators to side with the Catholic Church
and its teachings.
Last week the R1ght to Life Group's ' Cemetaryof the Innocents"
was vandalized. In a memorandum to thejCU Community, a
group of university administrators wrote that they were 'disappointed someone . would choose vandal ism rather than constructive methods of communicati ng their disagreement."
Yet universi ty regul ations prevent this person or these people
from doing so on ca m p us consistently. Thu s, the memorandum

FORUM
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Your opinion matters
Letters to the Editor

l ive b u t as

Americans are we doing our best
to share it with everyone?

ell "Kerr

K~rris ajunior at john Carroll
Unive rsity.

The Carroll News welcomes let·
tars to the editor, as it Is ourwayof
knowing what you like or dislike
about the newspaper, the campus
or lite in general. We require that
letters be submitted in The Carroll
News offices by noon on Monday
to be eligible for publication In that
week's edition . Letters should be
typed, and no longer than two
pages ,double-spaced. We reserve
the right to ed it letters for clarity or
space considefaUons. Letters must
be signed and accompanied by
yow telephone number.

sity.

'irOP 'irlEN
NEW HOBBIES FOR THE LOSERS OF
STUDENT UNION ELECTIONS
10. Revenge. 'If you didn't vote for me, 1 will find you.·
9. Mopping flooded campus bathrooms.
8. Creating more bureaucracy for those who were
elected to deal with. Whereas this, whereas that.
7. Becomechairof one of the billion committees of the
Student Union. Perhaps Director of 1nterior Design.
6. Deep, deep depression.
5. Riding the shuttle back and forth; all day, every day.
4. Assist Campus Security in finding parked cars without permits.
3. Create your own Student Union. You can be president.
2. Transfer.
1. join The Carroll ews.

CASB IN ON GOOD GRADIS.
If you're a freshman or
tuition, most books and
sophomore with good
fees,plus$150perschool
grades, apply now for a
month. They also pay off
three-year or two -year
with leadership experischolarship from Army
ence and officer credenROTC .Iumy ROTC ~ Holo imp<e,.iveto
scholarships pay
future employers .

ARMY ROTC
TBE SMARTEST COWGE COURSE YOU CD 'IUE
For details, visit 2nd Floor of the Lombardo
Student Center, or call 397-4421
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Femal e student needed
w eek days from 3:306:00 to oversee a 9
year-old at the owner's
house. Near JCU.
Hours/pay negotiable.
Call Laura at 371-2522.

Q
LLI

Interns wanted. Sales
and edi t orial positions
availabl e at the
Cleveland Tab
Magazine. Fast-paced,
room for advancement.
Call Casey at 8613400.
Stud ent Services
company looking for
Tutors In all subjects.
Make your own
schedule. $1.0-$1.5 per
hour. Car preferred, but
not necessary. Call
552-4700.
No gimmicks. Extra
Income now. Envelope
stufflng-$600-$800
every week. Free
details: SASE to,
International Inc. 1375
Coney Island Ave.
Brookyln, New York
1.1.230
Seniors: Pay off those
crazy student loans in 1.
year by earning
$1.01.6.1.8 per week
using this simple
system! Guaranteed,
call 556-6033.
Free radio + 51.2501
Fundralser open to
student group &

Ads are due on
Monday at noon
for publication
in that
Thursday's
newspaper. Call
216-397-4 398

ACROSS
1 Stern or
Newton
6 Roughen the
skin
10 Thiel<. sllco
14 Razor
sharpener
19 Edison'sPark
20 PlaUnum wire
loop
21 Luxury car,
lor short
22 Nonsense
23Noted
coutur1er
24 Reclgrave or
Font anne
25 Eastern
nanny
26 "The-of
Wakefield'
27 Guide
28ETO
commander
29 StBBpie
30 White poplar
31 Ship's
freeloader
~ Mexican food
36 French paint·
er/sculptor
39 Vac:lllate
40African
antelope
42 FuncUon In
trigonometry
43 Yale
graduate
46 Back or neck
lead-In
48 Unskllled

per
We supply all materials
a
f
or visit our webs ite.
Qualified call ers receive
a FREE baby Boom Box.
1.-800-932-0528 X 65.
www .ocmconcepts.com.

laborers
50 Appropriates
without
asklng
52 "T ako the
-·(Ellington
hit)
53 Sweet gifts
55 Try very hard
56 Stiff and
brittle
57 Shed
leathers
58 Venezuela
copper
center
60 Prefix lor
change or
connect
61 Distance
measure of
India
62 Rams down
firmly
63 Sinew
65 '1"11- You in
My Dreams·
66 Orange or
Indian
68 SweiUngs
70 Chatter Idly
73 Actress
Ryder
76 Swimming
and diving
bird
78 Rose from
sleep
82 Concur
84 Southwest
wind
85 Far Into the
day

Desperate philosophy
student needing
companionship. For
Drew Carey look-alike
and type "A" personality
• contact Brett Smith.
Must also enjoy
drinking.

Summer & full time
positions. Beautiful
lakefront yachting club
seeks friendly team
players. Will train
qualified candidates as:
servers, bussers, host/
hostess, dock
attendants/ ground
keepers, lifeguards,
reception ist/ comput er,
line c ooks/banquet rep,
sail camp counselors,
Incentive programs/
flexible hours, excellent
pay. Interview now for
t he best positions.
Wednesday through
Sunday. 200 Yacht Club
Drive. Rocky Ri ver, OH
441.16. Ask for Kathy I
Marc (440)333-1.1.55
Childcare job. Close by
for 1 child (flexible
hours) plus school-age
kids (occasionally). Own
car, non-smoker, act ive,
enjoy kids. Great pay.
CALL HILARY at 2927270.
#1. Spring Break '99
Vacations! Best prices
guaranteedll Cancun &
Jamaica $399, Bahamas
$459, Panama City Beach
$99. Book Now &
receive a free " Spring
Break Uncensored" video!
1.-800-234-7007.
www..erdesssl.mner

MAGIC MAZE
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Find the listed words in the diagram. They run in
all directions-forward, backward, up, down and
diagonally.
Boom
Brick
Bug
Bullion

Coast
Coins
Digger
Reid

Foil
Leaf
Medal
Mine

Rush
Smith
Standard

#1 Florida Spring Breaks!
Free Parties with no
cover. Best Beachfront
Hotels. Panama City, Ft.
,
Ke West
Boo.H Now!

Near Shaker lakes, 3
bedroom, 1. 1./2 bath,
large kitchen, 2 car
garage, large landscaped
yard, all appliances,
available now, asking $
1.1.4,000. By
appointment,· call 440338-1.941. anytime.

86 Black-and·
blue
87 On the
schedule
128 Chatoau89 Fragrant gifts
briand
91 Going at an
DOWN
easy galt
1 Mischievous
92 Spanish
children
coins
2 Standee's
94 Sierra lack
95 RetaHatlon
3 Poker stake
96 Anglo-Saxon
4 Lotion
letter
ingredients
97 SUght
5 A serenade
Intimation
can aid It
99 Stewart or
6 Hostility with·
Taylor
out actual
100 Frenchman's
conflict
dream
7 Tlme of
101 Dangerous
greatest
cuJVe
success
102 Streetcar's
8 As goodname?
9 Female swan
1041njurlous
10 Soc:lal rebuff
107 Nost·bulldlng 11 The sky's the
fish
11 0 Pier supports 12 Ground
beetles
112 Miss Gardner
13 Former
113 Mountain
klngdom
nymph
14 Patron of
117 Happen
those In love
again
H8 Habltat plant 15 Soc:lal group
16 University at
form
Houston,
119 Labor
Texas
120 Rudely
17 Gem stone
conc:lse
121 Acknowledge 1B French lather
29 Church
122 Dull routine
council
123 English
32Actor
composer
Reginald
124 Alleviates
33 Depudes
125City In

Sothern
77 Uncommon
36 Partner of
79 SheepUke
alas
80 "All the37 Grade or
Man· (1949
active lead·ln
movio)
81 Outor
38 City of Light
41 Eastern
margins
Christian
83 Fronch
43 Theater
summer
signs
86 Bilfets-doux
88 Speaker's
44 Daytime
reception
platform
45 River in
90 Oak and pine
Franca
91 Son of Jacob
47 Italian epic
and Leah
poet
93 Those
shooting
48 Jointed feeler
49 Withered
from ambush
51 Sea eagle
95 Entertains
53 Prove
sumptuously
etfactive
98 Fabric
54 Some
resembling
romantic
knitting
poems
100 Deep gorgo
57 - Carta
102 Momber of a
59 Hacienda
Celtic roliglon
brick
103 Gladden
62 Randy's
105 New Zealand
skating
native
partner
106 Word with
64 Plndar's forte
ape or auk
67 Those In love 107 Inland sea
108 Yield
69 P!Her
70 Canadian
109 Highest point
peninsula
111 First garden
71 Metal tag
114 Gaelic
72 Offensively
language
bold
115 Confused
74 English
116 · - Sat•
actress Gwyn
(Hopbum
75 BlbRcal name
movie)
76 Jackson or
119 Hebrew fener

X
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But Bon, they - • ell outte them "'No Huntln" ones.

